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Introduction
Just two short years ago, Forbes and Fifth began as an uncertainty, a bold undertaking with the goal of uniting seemingly resistant poles: art and science.
How strange it feels to celebrate our second birthday, as our past seems to
stretch much further than our four short semesters. We have watched with
giddy exhilaration as Forbes and Fifth has evolved and shifted from a dream
into a commanding publication. Molded by loving and anxious hands, we
have come to this very page—the overture of our fourth issue.
Forbes and Fifth has unearthed a newfangled niche in academia: the collection of scientific, imaginative, colorful, and poetic writers under a sweeping
and welcoming umbrella. Our publication is an experiment in understanding
and collaboration among writers and readers, and among artists and scientists. It is an example of the power in connections and open minds, both of
which so often begin in confusion. But confusion leads to curiosity, and as a
whirlwind two years has taught us, curiosity is catching. Our niche, nestled
safely within the University of Pittsburgh, has grown to accept international
submission and recognition, an extraordinary scope made possible by the
devotion of our contributors, the dedication of our readers, and the enthusiastic obsessions of our writers.
With each issue, we are given the opportunity to traverse at our writers’
sides through their research, exploration, and understanding. Their originality and breadth of insight forms the spine of our endeavor. Our writers never
cease to surprise us, and we revel in their passion.
It is our hope that in this construction of interdisciplinary synapses, dear
reader, that you discover the value of each domain that university has to offer. Your support of Forbes and Fifth is critical for our success, and we are infinitely grateful for your collaboration. We invite you to share in our writers’
fervor; to take part in their inspiration.
Before you turn the page, prepare to unleash your curiosity. We encourage
you to give your mind and self fully to the capable hands of our writers, and
stumble with faith into their worlds.
Prepare to encounter the unexpected. Let your curiosity get the better of
you.
Hail to Pitt.
The Editors
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Hohenwarter

COVER ART
Architectural Design Programming Model | Matte
Board, Construction Paper, Basswood
By: Drew Hohenwarter

This programming model was an architectural project for an art gallery
and cafe to be located in Hazelwood, a neighborhood of Pittsburgh that
has seen better days. The goal of the project was to design architecture
that could draw new economic growth and revitalize a once-booming
area of Allegheny County. The making of these architectural models
takes a great attention to detail and a consciousness that every decision has an impact on what will ultimately be a full-scale building. I
focused heavily on the craftsmanship of the model so that jurors judging the project would focus on the spatial ideas included on my design
and not get distracted by imperfections. For each volume in the model,
I cut six planes out of matte board with an X-ACTO knife and straightedge, then assembled them so none of the edges showed on the top or
bottom. Next, I traced the sides of each volume on colored construction
paper, cut them out, and used rubber cement to glue them to the sides.
The construction paper worked well because it allowed me to hide all
the edges of the matte board. The basswood sticks are used to hold up
the art gallery portion of the building above the café and administrative
areas. I draw inspiration from everyday experiences, people, and ideas.
For this project in particular I was thinking of the orthogonal, pristine
lines of architects Mies van der Rohe and Richard Neutra. I’ve always
been interested in color theory and have a particular affinity towards the
color palettes of designer/architect Alexander Girard. I am really happy
with the way this programming model turned out and that I didn’t cut
any fingers along the way. I’m almost finished with the architectural
design studios here at the University of Pittsburgh but I’ll never forget
the feeling of accomplishment (and sleep deprivation) that comes along
with the completion of these projects. I’d like to thank the Architectural
Studio professors at the University of Pittsburgh for their devotion to
their students and commitment to developing our program.
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ANDREW HEAD
Andrew Head secretly hopes that he’ll get to live all the possible
lives there are to experience. Because that’s not really possible
(his engineering courses have taught him this kind of thing is
infeasible), he has settled on trying to live a couple of compelling
ones instead. As a computer engineering and music major at
the University of Pittsburgh, he programs educational games
by day and composes orchestral pieces by night. This semester
is the final one of his super-senior year, after which he plans to
go to West Coast to work with a start-up and then get a PhD
in computer science so that he can combat world problems by
calling on his arsenal of technical skills.
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Evolving Style in the Super Mario Bros. 3 Soundtrack
With new graphics, levels, mini-games, and cut-scenes, Super
Mario Bros. 3 for the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) was an
exciting evolution in the Mario series from the experience of the first
Super Mario Bros. game.1 2 Along with the updated gameplay and aesthetics came a new original soundtrack by Koji Kondo, composer for
the first Super Mario Bros. game.3 This soundtrack took Mario music
to a new level of vibrancy and diversity. Exploring the ways in which
musical style evolved in Super Mario Bros. 3, in comparison to the first
Super Mario Bros., three main ways will be considered in which musical
style developed: its attempt to emulate real musical genres, its increasing soundtrack-wide diversity, and the thematic unity it provided both
within the game’s music and within that of the Super Mario Bros. series.
Past literature on “retro” game music tends to focus on the first
Super Mario Bros. soundtrack when considering Mario music, with
understandable reason: its popularity. Matthew Belinkie, in his article
“Video Game Music: Not Just Kid Stuff,” claimed that as many as 66%
of college students in 1999 could hum the Super Mario Bros. main
theme.4 In addition, the game’s music set the precedent for “different
background music for every area Mario visited,”5 and some researchers
like Zach Whalen in “Play Along – An Approach to Videogame Music”
have performed level-by-level musical analysis in search for the music’s behavioral cues.6 This paper performs a similarly brief yet wide
analysis of music in Super Mario Bros. 3, a game for which the music
has been largely unstudied, with the intention to expose the remarkably colorful and thoughtful advancements it provided for the music of
the Mario series. To do this, I will draw primarily upon track-centered
analyses of Super Mario Bros. 3 music. This paper will build on an understanding of the Nintendo Entertainment System’s (NES) sound chip
as documented in Karen Collins’s Game Sound.7 Furthermore, the spirit
of Jason Brame’s Thematic Unity Across a Video Game Series will be
called upon when considering motif and timbre-based musical unity that
is both within Super Mario Bros. 3 and shared between this game and
Super Mario Bros.8
With its expanded number of game contexts, Super Mario Bros.
3 provided the opportunity for increased stylization and thematic unity
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across the diverse gameplay environments. In contrast to Super Mario
Bros., for which the longest looping tracks were four level themes – the
rest were essentially sound effects acknowledging player death and level
completion – Super Mario Bros. 3 featured nine World Maps, chambers
for fighting bosses, mini-games to fight the Hammer Bros., and more.
The aesthetic diversity of these different game contexts is substantial:
the color scheme and art design from the cheery Overworld gameplay
to the Bowser’s lifeless World 8 lair provide diverse atmospheres where
a player should feel very differently, if just from the visuals alone. The
game layout of Super Mario Bros. 3 lent itself to an increasing volume and diversity of music, offering opportunities within the larger
soundtrack for commonality across these tracks.
Kondo’s technical evolution with Super Mario Bros. 3’s music
can be explained as an expansion of musical color. From the opening
of the World 1 Map, we can hear that some drum samples are produced
from the delta modulation channel instead of exclusively the noise channel, as was the case in Super Mario Bros.,9 allowing for greater definition of drum sounds, including timbale, wood block, and timpani sounds
in several tracks. Synthesized instrument voices became more varied
as Kondo moved beyond the “hollow” square-wave sound consistent
across most of the Super Mario Bros. soundtrack10 with high-pitched
bells (World 6 Map), nasal flutes (Underwater), and quick-attacking
piano-like instrumental voices (Overworld 1). On top of this, Kondo explored greater melodic expressivity by simulating echo (World 6 Map),
increasing the number of perceived voices from four to six (Overworld
2), and altering instrument articulation mid-phrase (Overworld 2). These
techniques formed the basis for the enhanced musical definition of each
track and are core to the following discussion.
The first way in which we can hear stylistic evolution in Kondo’s Super Mario Bros. 3 soundtrack is its approximation of real-life
genres. As Kondo himself stated, he was attempting to emulate reggae
in this soundtrack;11 thus it is appropriate to begin with a discussion
of the World 5 Map – GROUND music, the track which most clearly
suggests reggae. The piece begins with a timbale roll and two quarternote hits before the melodic instruments enter, as shown in Figure 1,
providing a tropical feeling. A mellow bass plucks out a major straight
eighth-note texture at the harmonic bottom of the piece, while two low
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flute-like synthesizers play chords on beats 2 and 4, as shown in Figure
2. From the use of timbales, eighth-note bass, and off-beat chords, we
start to get a taste that is altogether different from the first Super Mario
Bros., but more importantly, that suggests reggae by emulating some of
the genre’s most characteristic features.

Figure 1: Timbale roll in introduction of World 5 – GROUND music.

Figure 2: Bass (bass clef) and flute harmony (treble clef) of World 5 –
GROUND. Note the eighth-note bass rhythm and beat 2 and 4 harmony
as reggae characteristics.

Beyond reggae, Kondo attempts in several tracks to convey the
genre of jazz through thoughtful instrumentation, rhythm, and tonal content. The simplest example of this is the Slot Machine mini-game music, which features only a low-frequency bass synthesizer strumming a
chromatic “walking bass” pattern, shown in Figure 3, while a high-hat
hits a repetitive long short-short jazz rhythm as shown in Figure 4. The
World 7 Map expands on this formula, with an identical high-hat rhythm
that spans two different noise-channel-generated high-hat sounds (one
longer than the other), as shown in Figure 5. The World 7 Map diverges
from the Slot Machine theme in its almost exclusive use of blues scale
(minor pentatonic) tones in the melody, performed on a piano-like synthesizer, as shown in Figure 6. In this way, Kondo uses tonal content,
high-hat rhythm, and instrumental tropes such as the “walking bass” to
convey the feeling of a real life genre that the player has likely had some
exposure to prior to playing Super Mario Bros. 3.
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Figure 3: Slot Machine chromatic bass “walking bass” pattern.

Figure 4: Slot Machine high hat “jazzy” rhythm.

Figure 5: World 7 high hat “jazzy” rhythm. Top line represents a high
hat sample that is longer than the bottom line.

Figure 6: World 7 Map melody and doubling. Note the almost exclusive
use of “blues notes” from the C-minor pentatonic scale

The music of Super Mario Bros. 3 can be seen as increasingly
colorful in style not only from its approach toward more realistic representation of established genres, but also in the increasing diversity
between different tracks of the game’s music. By surveying stylistic
trends across the soundtrack, we find a number of prominent groupings
of tracks into styles, each of which sports its own instrumental, tempo,
rhythmic, and melodic trends. For example, a “Bell Ambiance” style
(World 6 Map, King’s Chamber) features sparse percussion content, lei-
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surely tempo, a primary bell melody with a simple contour and simulated echo, and sparse harmonic filler; in contrast, the “Overworld Mario”
style (World 1 Map, Overworld 1, Overworld 2, Hammer Bros.) features
syncopated melodies, playful, constant drum samples taken mostly from
a standard drum kit, and almost always a secondary harmonizing line
at consonant pitches beneath the melody. By looking at the soundtrack
as a whole, there is incredible diversity in the instrumentation, tempo,
rhythm, and contour of the styles.
An apt example of the diversity of individual tracks within the
Super Mario Bros. 3 soundtrack is with the Bowser Battle track, an unexpected fusion of instrumental sounds and rhythms unheard elsewhere
in the game. The primary source of rhythm within this track is an ostinato on wood blocks of multiple pitches, providing a Latin-like percussive
feel. Though a mellow bass provides the lowest harmonic content of
most tracks in the game, Kondo instead opts for a harsh-attack slap-bass
for Bowser’s music, which skirts up and down an octave hitting the fifth
of the scale in between, providing a relentless source of intensity. An
additional synthesizer identical in timbre to the bass plays, on select off
beats, a perfect fifth above the bass, reminiscent of rock’s power chords.
Finally, a mellow synthesizer provides the melody for three measures
of the loop, contrasting with the harsh sound of all other voices. The
Bowser Battle music becomes not only an odd amalgam of instrumental
voices from different worlds, but also becomes an example of the huge
contrast a single track can have in relation to all others within the Super
Mario Bros. 3 soundtrack with a unique combination of instrumental
sounds and a strange assignment of harmonic material to voices.
With the increasing diversity of Super Mario Bros. 3’s music
and the larger volume of tracks, thematic unity develops across track
groups that share similar musical features, something that could not
have been done to the same extent in the first Super Mario Bros. with its
limited musical contexts and instrumental diversity. As an example, Super Mario Bros. 3 has two dungeon levels, Fortress and Airship, which
share not only bleak atmospheres, but also a “Dungeon” style of music with common motifs and instrumentation that implicitly tie the two
environments together. The main melodies of each track begin with a
wide-leaping upward appoggiatura that resolves downward by a half
step, as shown in Figure 7, uniting both tracks with an off-putting, chro-
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matic motif. Meanwhile, both tracks make use of silence, with melodic
material ceasing completely at the end of each Fortress phrase. At the
end of the last phrase of the Airship loop, the void fills in each case with
menacing timpani rhythms, the only percussion sound for either track.
In this way, we hear a hopeless, common “Dungeon” style arise from the
motifs and instruments of each track.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Motifs from (a) Fortress (adapted with permission from Philip
Kim’s Super Mario Brothers 3: Transcriptions/Arrangements for the
Piano12); and (b) Airship. Note the upward appoggiatura and descending
half step as a “Dungeon” motif.

Kondo takes this across-track thematic unity to a larger scale
with the “Water” style, definable through its simple instrumentation and
melodic contour. The “Water” style is found in tracks that accompany
the Underwater level and the World 3 and World 4 Maps, playing in the
background to levels and maps which feature a great deal of water. In
contrast to the melody of Fortress (see Figure 7) or Overworld 1 (see
Figure 9), the music of the “Water” theme has slow melodic movement,
often by quarter notes or half notes, as exhibited in Figure 8. The leisurely feel of these tracks is enhanced by the lead flute-like synthesizer
with its slow attack and high range which leaves much of the middle
frequency spectrum between it and the mellow bass open. Percussion
is limited to high hats, kicks, and in the case of Underwater, a wood
block sound. “Water” style music therefore represents thematic unity
across three songs in the soundtrack with similar laidback “watery” atmosphere, conveyed through uniquely slow melodic contour.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8: “Water” style melodies for: (a) Underwater level; (b) World
3 Map; and (c) World 4 Map. Note the slow and occasionally chromatic
contour of these melodies as an indication of “Water” environments.

Kondo takes thematic unity beyond the within-game level, as
we can hear echoes of the original Super Mario Bros. in Super Mario
Bros. 3. An apt example of this is the Overworld music of both games:
the Overworld music of the first game and the Overworld 1 and 2 themes
of the third game share several defining similarities. The melodies of
each track, shown in Figure 9, are major, with energetic syncopation on
the eighth-note level. Furthermore, the orchestration of each Overworld
theme is the same, the melody always harmonized with a second voice
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emulating the melody at consonant intervals, with a mellow bass below
these two voices. Percussion plays an important role in each of these
pieces, especially Overworld of Super Mario Bros. and Overworld 1 of
Super Mario Bros. 3, where it contributes a consistent groove. In this
way, one hears overarching melodic and rhythmic traits that unite the
music of the first and the third games of the Super Mario Bros. series in
similar gameplay contexts.
(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 9: Melodies of (a) Super Mario Bros. Overworld; (b) Super Mario
Bros. 3 Overworld 1; and (c) Super Mario Bros. 3 Overworld 2. Each
of these melodies shares a major, syncopated, eighth-note resolution
contour.

Another way that Kondo provides thematic unity between the
first and third Super Mario Bros. games is direct reuse of melodic content. The Underworld music of Super Mario Bros. 3 is exactly the same
as in Super Mario Bros., with the additional tweaks of removing octave
doubling, adding a standard drum kit percussion accompaniment, and
setting the melody to a punchier synthesizer voice. The Credits music
borrows the Ending theme from Super Mario Bros., appending an extra
phrase to the original melody before transitioning into a more cheery,
active main loop. Finally, the Invincible Star music, aside from changing the main voice from a square-wave sound to more of a piano-like
timbre, is a nearly exact transcription of the music from Super Mario
Bros. In this not-so-subtle way, Super Mario Bros. 3 begins to develop
the idea of what to expect of certain game contexts such as Underworld
and Invincible Star, providing a sense of unity across tracks of both Mario games through repeated melody.
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The music of Super Mario Bros. 3 is exceptional in its stylistic
realism, diversification, and unification of game contexts between itself
and its series predecessor, Super Mario Bros. Through the increasing
instrumental variety as well as special attention to melody and contour,
Kondo provided a soundtrack that was increasingly vibrant and one that
established recognizable tropes across the whole soundtrack. It seems
surprising that with its additional stylistic care, the themes of Super Mario Bros. 3 did not become the ones that 66% of college students can
hum today, or at least not ones that scholars cared to survey students
about. Papers could be written on that consideration alone. Super Mario
Bros. 3 represents a major step in the evolution of Mario music, for in its
size and diversity, it created a more vibrant and thoughtful aural world
for players who were already familiar with the music of the original
Super Mario Bros.
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MARY SHERMAN
Mary Sherman is a time traveling, void leaping ninja — just
not in this particular universe. In this universe, she only ninjas
on the weekends, when she’s not reading, writing, or cuddling
cats. During the week she passes as a sophomore studying
Ecology and Evolution at the University of Pittsburgh. Her
dream is to study pizzly bears and other arctic hybrids, while
publishing nifty, creative things on the side.
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Gravitationally Speaking
Gravitationally speaking,
Particles are lonely little creature things
Made up of parts that
(always, always, always
even when we swear we don’t)
Need each other.
It’s like family, with electron children.
And happiness is only ever obtainable when
You have the correct number of
Fledglings
To push from high places.
But usually,
Your children are not enough
Never enough,
Not good enough, not controlled enough
(I swear, I swore
on graves and lives to try my very best)
Or there are too many to grip tight
So they leave like pups
With noses pressed against ground and
They don’t look back.
But they wag their tails
In farewell.
(the noose loosens to a necklace,
hangs limp like scar tissue)
Or maybe your family is one of the lucky ones
The noble ones and
Everyone is content.
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And there is uncertainty
In the way we measure
(every)thing(s),
A subtle sense that
The whole is not what it seems,
(not really whole when
lonely feelings gnaw on bones)
But unraveling mysteries
Requires them to be totally denatured.
You can say either where we are going
And not where we are,
Or where we are
And not where we’re going.
(just like I don’t know
if I loved or hated my father)
There is also the duality of
The assumptions that what has
Happened will repeat
If people do not learn,
(we discover many things,
like how to twist words as knives
or the percentage of skin to show
when all we want is victory,
but the trick is to learn grander things)
And that this too shall pass.
The world keeps spinning like a top
Tilted on an axis to the side
But gravity keeps me rooted.
The atoms of the earth and air
Would miss the atoms of my flesh and blood
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If centripetal force plucked me up
Threw me away
Like the unimportant strings of proteins and nucleic acids
I know myself to be made of.
(I cling to them
like Psyche’s desperate claw for purchase
on a secret lover’s skin)
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MEGHAN HIRSH
Meghan Hirsh is a fifth year Japanese major at the
University of Pittsburgh. She is also completing a Women’s
and Gender Studies certificate. She has been translating
since she was sixteen and aspires to become a freelance
Japanese-English translator. Meghan would like to thank
her family for putting up with her doing almost nothing but
translating and writing all summer. In her spare time, she
likes to watch fantasy and sci-fi movies with friends, read,
and gush over pictures of cute British actors on her blog.
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“An Outline of the Modern Girl” from Akemi
Ishiguro’s The Modern Girl’s Story
When I began a little translation project almost twelve months
ago as a final paper for my Aspects of the Japanese Language class, Professor Hiroshi Nara suggested that I translate more than just the first ten
pages and submit it for publication. I initially hesitated, still somewhat
unsure about my translational skills and ability to plan such an undertaking, not to mention that I was unaware of the publication opportunities available for undergraduates, but with Professor Nara’s unwavering
encouragement, I eventually agreed to undertake the project under the
condition that he would be my mentor for the process. He has been a
better guide than I could ever hope for. For that, I owe him my most
sincere gratitude.
Although longer than anything else I have ever translated,
printed in the cramped font typical of pre-war Japan, and full of typographic irregularities unseen in contemporary Japanese, it has been
very exciting to translate and to explore the rich depths of this text. This
single first chapter of Akemi Ishiguro’s 1928 book, The Modern Girl’s
Story (Modan Gāru Monogatari), entitled “An Outline of the Modern
Girl,” has provided much more historic detail than I think either of us
expected to find. One of those details, and one of the most important to
understand before reading this text, is that the author, and perhaps even
1920s Japanese culture itself, differentiated ‘modern’ from ‘Modern.’
The former, translated from kindaiteki in the Japanese simply means
‘contemporary’ or ‘modern.’ The latter, which I decided to capitalize in
order for new readers to be able to visually distinguish it from kindaiteki/modern much like the original Japanese audience, is the transliteration of the word modan, the Japanese pronunciation and spelling of the
English adjective ‘modern.’
On the surface, both modan and kindaiteki are approximately
the synonymous. However, modan (as in modan gāru/Modern Girl)
has profound implications relevant to the 1920s that the other does not.
Modan, being a loan word from a foreign language, carries an air of
newness, informality, stylishness — feelings that kindaiteki did not.
Moreover, things and people that were considered modan were related
to or influenced by America and Western Europe. Film, jazz, cloche
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hats, drop-waist dresses, and lipstick were modan. Modan women, both
those few in real life, and the multitude seen in the media,1 were a breed
apart from non-modan women.
Of equal importance when considering this translation, or any
translation for that matter, is the background of the author. When I
learned, via Professor Nara, that Akemi is a unisex name (albeit mostly
feminine these days), and once we agreed that the author, given the time
and the topic, was most likely male, I made assumptions about his character that ended up being proven wrong. I predicted that I would use this
introduction to tell my readers how biased, but typical of many people
from that time, his so-called findings were going to be. Happily, it did
not turn out so. I found little to no biographical information about Akemi
Ishiguro. It seems that “Akemi Ishiguro” was either a pseudonym, or the
author had never written anything else, at least under that name. I then
turned to an individual mentioned just once in the forward: one Iwane
Sumiya. Another unisex name.
Unlike Akemi Ishiguro, I can say for certain quite a bit about
Sumiya. He was a young artist in his twenties when The Modern Girl’s
Story was originally written, and one of the founding members of a renegade modern art group called Mavo. Besides creating abstract sculptures, paintings, and plays, he and the other members, who were proponents of socialism, also orchestrated politico-artistic demonstrations and
found themselves in jail on occasion. While much is left unsaid about
Ishiguro, that he asked someone like Sumiya, who at the time would
have been only a few years older than me, for assistance with his book
suggests that he did not disagree, at least, with some fairly revolutionary ideology. After realizing this, I developed a newfound respect for
Akemi, and have perhaps even grown a little attached to him, whoever
he really was.
One of the most frequent questions I have received while translating The Modern Girl’s Story has been ‘how is this relevant?’ It is a fair
question, given that to some readers, a book from 1928 Japan might as
well be from another planet. Nevertheless, to borrow a quote from Mr.
Craig, Alison. “Japan’s 1920s Modern Girl: Non-feminist, Commercial Tool, and
Social Construct.” Evoke Journal (2007): n. pag. Web. 3 October 2013.
1
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A, a character in this chapter, “I’m surprised you haven’t heard, but I’ll
share it with you.”
The Modern Girl’s Story reminds us that women’s movements
do not exist in vacuums. They are affected by and affect the economy
from which they stem. They are influenced by preexisting culture and
create new culture. As you will see, Japanese women became major
consumers in the Japanese economy for the first time in the 1920s. Practices first undertaken by Modern Girls eventually became more common
for Japanese women in the latter half of the twentieth century: accepting jobs, accessing higher education, living outside of the family home
before marriage, and even sometimes willfully avoiding marriage altogether. They were admired by some and reviled by others for the degree
of personal agency they demanded.
It also demonstrates that contemporary feminist movements
are not new, nor are they post-feminism. Many people are not aware of
women’s movements prior to The Women’s Liberation Movement in
the 1960s and 70s, but in women’s studies, that is known as the second
wave. The movement that started in the late 1800s but which really
began to make waves in the 1910s was the first wave. Modern Girls
were part of the first wave. Many issues that were first challenged by
women back then, including those mentioned in this translation, are still
problems today in the third wave.
Many girls in countries all over the world do not have access to
a basic education, often for monetary or political reasons. The wage gap
between the genders Beatrice Webb fought to close is still found all over
the world. Worse still, women the world over still have limited access to
birth control and reproductive choices, even in “First World” countries
like America. Related to this, relative ignorance of the female body is
still widespread, resulting from a toxic combination of a lack of sexual
education and of continued shame surrounding feminine reproduction.
What would Margaret Sanger have to say?
Lastly, and of the utmost importance if one is to practice true
intersectional feminism: to not talk about Modern Girls is to assume
they have nothing to contribute, or that what they said and did didn’t
matter. Thinking like this serves only to emphasize a sense of superiority of Western culture and practice over other cultures. Many Americans
value Western culture at the expense of knowing about other cultures.
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For example, while working on
this project, an acquaintance was
surprised to learn that there was
jazz in Japan in the 1920s. Well,
not only was there jazz, there was
also Mozart, Hollywood films,
Dadaism, Ibsen, Marx, and Poe!
This ignorance also exposes
the overwhelming whiteness that has plagued the contemporary women’s movement for some time now. Feminism was never meant to be
limited only to white, English-speaking individuals. The earliest proponents in the working class neighborhoods of Boston and New York
City had Irish and Eastern European accents, and many of the loudest
voices in the second wave belonged to women of color, such as bell
hooks, Alice Walker, and Gloria Anzaldúa. The title of feminist cannot
be denied to Modern Girls on the premise of race or language.
Even today, we look to the East for examples of anti-feminism;
for real and perceived slights against women — foot binding, concubines, harems, arranged marriages, the veil — all the while feeding the
pervasive stereotype of quaint and childlike, yet highly sexualized Asian
women. Everything that the Modern Girl embodies defies prevalent
stereotypes of Japanese women.
These women were not melan- “Even today, we look to the East
choly, submissive Madame But- for examples of anti-feminism;
for real and perceived slights
terflies. They broke cultural norms
against
women — foot binding,
for the sake of self-affirmation and
concubines,
harems, arranged
personal growth. Even though the
marriages, the veil — all the
feminism they practiced was not
while feeding the pervasive
radical, based on today’s understereotype of quaint and childlike,
standing of the word, by many
yet highly sexualized Asian
accounts, they were Bad Girls,
women. Everything that the
rebels.
Modern Girl embodies defies
There has been no era prevalent stereotypes of Japanese
before or since the 1920s that was women. These women were not
so associated with women in Japa- melancholy, submissive Madame
nese history (and yet this period is
Butterflies.”
mostly unknown elsewhere). It is
“…while working on this project,
an acquaintance was surprised to
learn that there was jazz in Japan
in the 1920s. Well, not only was
there jazz, there was also Mozart,
Hollywood films, Dadaism, Ibsen,
Marx, and Poe!”
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my sincere wish that readers treat this translation not just as a pretty narrative of a bygone era, but also as a sort of feminist recovery project.
__
Foreword
Every age has flowers that adorn it. So-called Modern Girls are
one. Such flowers are not necessarily in good fashion; thus, it is necessary for society to ascertain the Modern Girl’s true character. This is
not an area of interest for every last person, but the fact is, it is required
more and more of men as they come in contact with women, and women
with men. I would be grateful if my book is of some significance in that
course.
Thank you, Mr. Iwane Sumiya, for your assistance in formatting
this book.
May 20, 1928
Akemi.
An Outline of the Modern Girl
The appearance of the Modern Girl is a recent phenomenon,
after the Great Kanto Earthquake. The methods of the Modern Girl seem
different from those of the so-called Blue Stockings Society, who, at one
time, prided themselves with their unconventionality and took the world
aback. Perhaps the impatience to see the Modern Girl’s true character is
a kind of curiosity hidden in the minds of contemporary people.
What type of woman is she? Somebody told me, “I thought that
I’d like to meet a Modern Girl so I stood on a corner in Owari-chō,2 but
didn’t meet anyone like that.” Come to think of it, given that all women
today are ‘modern,’ a true Modern Girl would not stand out. To that end,
the trend for the Modern is widespread. When I say this, I may sound
like a foolish moralist, but I do not mean it like that.
What is the definition of a Modern Girl? It is not like geometry
or physics; there is no reason to expect a logic that has those kinds of
2

Owari-chō is a neighborhood in trendy Ginza, Tokyo.
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formulas and principles. However, to a Modern Girl expert like Itaru
Nii, although he may be annoyed to hear this, that kind of definition may
indeed exist. But if anyone said, “Well, that’s what makes it Modern,”
they would come to understand. However, when the moment of truth arrives, there is no definitive separation. One cannot make a clear distinction between women who are Modern and women who are not.
“That’s right, indistinctness is characteristic of us,” those girls
might say, bluntly.
However, I would not say that they haven’t any characteristics.
There exist commonly-accepted ideas of what a Modern Girl is.
–
“‘Modern’ is the opposite of ‘ancient,’ and an adjective meaning
contemporary. And a ‘girl’ is an unmarried, young woman. It’s simple,
it’s just a young woman of today,” says an old man who studied English
long ago.
This cannot be the answer.
I want to know those young women of today.
Mr. A, a worldly man who is very well-acquainted with Shinbashi’s pleasure quarter, interrupts, “No, gramps. It’s that they’ve gone
and heartlessly chopped off their shiny hair that makes them Modern
Girls.”3
“Oh, ho, ho,” he laughs, uneasily, a Modern old boy, argued into
a corner in one go.
“Then… there’s also this method of interpretation.” Mr. A tends
to become a tad carried away.
“‘Method of interpretation’? That’s some cheeky talk coming
from a fellow with no education!” he laughs.
“Shush! Even though I might not look it, I’ll have you know I
graduated from a prominent school, and — ”
“Sure, the school of debauchery.”
“Now that was uncalled for.”
“So, what about that method of interpretation?”
Mr. A’s explanation is a play on words in the original Japanese. The kanji used to
phonetically spell ‘Modern’ literally mean “cut hair,” implying that a Modern Girl is a
woman with bobbed hair.
3
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“I’m getting there. Namely, in spite of their youth, not yet
having come of age, they’ve got, how should I put it, one of these,” says
Mr. A in a strange voice as he sticks out his thumb.4
“As a matter of fact, you’ll hear the housewives in the neighborhood say, ‘a lover already, at her age,’ and, the whispering about this
young, licentious girl in full swing, they shorten it to ‘Modern Girl,’” he
chuckles.
“Hey now, this isn’t vaudeville,” the old man laughs.
Mr. A, growing more and more proud of himself, adds, “But
people like this are also found in the sekihan area.”
“People like what?”
“Don’t mock me,” replies Mr. A. A pause, before he continues.
“So, in sekihan…”
“Hold on, just what is this ‘sekihan’?”
“I’m surprised you haven’t heard, but I’ll share it with you.”
Here, Mr. A lowers his voice.
“Sekihan, as in, ‘red beans and rice’; seki stands for aka, and
han means saka. Akasaka.5 The area by Tamachi! It’s a code word that
a writer called ‘Mr. S’ made popular. A fellow would have nothing to
worry about if he said, ‘How about it? Let me take you out for some red
beans and rice, tonight,’ to a friend, while his nervous wife is nearby,
allowing the partners-in-crime to dally all they want in their scheme.
“Incidentally, in Tamachi, they say it’s like this: if she’s experienced, she’ll tell you how much this or that costs and, in a strange way,
will get in touch with her benefactor before it’s all settled and you go on
your merry way. In fact, I hear that amateurs these days will, for only
five or ten yen, take the train and just slip into the exploitable suburbs
with a person they met at a coffee shop in Ginza. In other words, she
flips onto her back like a frog, wonderfully quick and modern, so she’s
called a Modern Gaeru.”6
“Alright, that’s stretching it!”
This gesture is commonly used in Japanese culture to mean ‘boyfriend’ or ‘lover.’
The two kanji for Akasaka (赤坂), a neighborhood in Tokyo, can alternatively be read
as seki and han.
6
This complicated word pun makes use of the word kaeru (返る), meaning ‘to turn
over,’ as well as a homophone for 蛙, frog. Mr. A changes the K to a G, a common occurrence in Japanese morphology, making the word sound similar to gāru, the Japanese
pronunciation of the English word ‘girl.’
4
5
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“Well, we’re just going on and on, so drop it,” relents Mr. A.
However, even Mr. A’s explanation is still imperfect. At this
rate, they are nothing but modern day harlots. And if that is the case,
there will likely be objections… from them.
–
Let us begin our analysis of the Modern Girl according to
common wisdom:
There is considerable refinement involved, and it appears that
this is a requirement for the Modern Girl. First, the level at which they
can read: it is probably about that of a secondary school graduate. Everything that the Modern Girl is begins here.
“Have you read ‘The Age of Wandering’ in Kaizō?”7
“Of course.”
“That was quick.”
“What do you think of it?”
“His point of view isn’t wrong, but I wonder if that sort of feeling is really possible.”
It seems that one must be able to respond like this. Being able to
read books is of the utmost importance, but they do not need to understand the topics in-depth. It is enough to merely make others think that
they appear to possess this much refinement. So even if it is in English,
one will have to understand at least a little bit. For example, the meanings of “love scene,” “all-star cast,” “easy going,” and such; these basics
are expected to be understood.
They are aesthetically inclined enough that they are able to
talk about how to look at a painting. When autumn comes, and with
it the desire to be artistic, they won’t forget to go to the Ueno Imperial
Museum.
“Miss A, how was the Nikakai Exhibition? You went, no?”
“Yes. In this year’s, though, the tones in general seemed to have changed.
Kaizō was a magazine that published general interest articles and fiction, often with
socialist undertones, that ran from 1919 to 1955. Yū Ryūtanji’s debut book, The Age of
Wandering, won the Kaizō Magzine Prize in 1928.
7
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Personally, I preferred the Nikakai’s to the Imperial Exhibition’s.”8
“Is that so? What did you think of Yoshimune’s ‘Reclining
Nude’?”
“The pose was, well…”
There is something fresh and new about the way they speak. For
Japanese girls ten years prior, there was no such distinctive characteristic. In general, their feelings are clear: cheerful and carefree; shyness
around strangers and bashfulness are taboo for the Modern Girl. Having
five pieces of knowledge and working with them so that they appear
to be seven or ten also seems to be a common feature. This depends
on one’s point of view, as well. Even if one says that they are just pretending to be well-informed, or, on that note, if one says that they are
shallow, one would not be incorrect. They are, however, all the more so
because they are vivacious and bright.
That is why they appreciate humor; and even that, too, may
become a joke. One day, I overheard a conversation between two
Modern young women who were walking down the sidewalk in Ginza:
“I haven’t got any at all, today.” Of course, she is acknowledging to being without pocket money. If she did have any, she probably
would not have forgotten drinking cream soda at Shiseido while wearing — do forgive me — rayon stockings.9
But such was not that day. Just as she confessed, she was broke.
On the other hand, the second girl, her companion, said, “You’ve been
like that a lot lately,” laughing stiffly. This, my dear readers, is a vivacious joke pouring from the red lips (and they are literally red) of a
twenty year-old girl. It is very likely that this girl is always mooched off
of by the other one. What blithe humor she has, what timely sarcasm.
They do not neglect the efficacy of language. Such gaiety and insightfulness are nowhere to be found among the girls who variegated old Japan.
They are good at describing things.
It’s evening; two young women are walking leisurely along the
The Nikakai was a group of progressive artists that broke away from the Imperial
Academy.
9
Rayon was marketed as a cheap alternative to silk, and it appears that the author is
admonishing her for choosing the inferior option.
8
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edge of a wide field. The sky is a milky opaque tone in the orange twilight. One of the women notices the silhouette of the forest at the edge
of the empty field. Pointing, she says, “If I could look again at the forest
when the orange was deeper…” I for one do not understand the purpose
of this inconceivable proposal. Perhaps this is a modern characteristic of
Modern. Then again, this way of feeling might just be futuristic.
She goes on to say, “The break in the light clashes with the
gradation of darkness in the forest.” With her mental acuteness, perhaps
soon she will be able to sense the
“It’s evening; two young women
waves of ether in the atmosphere,
are walking leisurely along the
too.10 How sharp this Modern
edge of a wide field. The sky is a
lady is. Perhaps a Modern lady’s
milky opaque tone in the orange
true values exist in this kind of
twilight.”
moment.
They are bold. When a girl of old had a sweetheart, melancholic
and joyless, she would make her parents ask the maid to inquire after
him. She would pick at the tatami,11 and not say a word. “Is it that boy,
this time,” the maid would chide. The girl would not nod her head in
agreement but would not shake her head “no,” either. That was her way
of saying “yes.” This was the way someone who was in love confessed
their feelings.
So-called ‘Modern’ girls are not like this. They have a scale of
love.
“I’ve really fallen for Mr. S over in that department.”
“But, he’s with Miss Y!”
“But that doesn’t mean I can’t like him! I can’t help it, it’s meant
to be!”
Before long, she will commence direct negotiations. Her audacity is brave, even on the battlefield of love. For her, to be bold is to be
free.
“Don’t try to boss me around, Mother!”
Even her mother has difficulty exercising authority over her.

It was theorized in the late Victorian era that light traveled via ether in the atmosphere. Come the 1930s, this theory was less widely accepted, and is probably used
jokingly here.
11
Tatami are floor mats.
10
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–
“What is culture?”
She is always thinking about it.
“What is creation?”
She thinks along these lines, both consciously and unconsciously. However, this very notion, for me, at least, is a problem. For them,
the creation of style is possible, but what about the creation of culture?
Their originality exists in the breaking of the curse of tradition. Their
great strides are made by peeling back the husk of convention. In a
sense, it is a women’s rebellion. However, along this idea, I wonder how
many out of these women would allow themselves to be called Modern
Girls.
It is possible, also, to define Modern Girls by how much economic power a single one of them has. The rapid progress of modern
women is the result of Americanism. By having “women’s economic
power,” a Modern Girl’s capacity to act can be supported. However,
this, too, in regards to the women
“[Modern Girls’] originality exists
of present day Japan, is a quesin the breaking of the curse of
tion of the extent of said economic
tradition. Their great strides are
power.
made by peeling back the husk of
“Mother, I’m out of
convention.”
pocket money again!” A girl who
pesters like this does not qualify as a Modern Girl. But if she smiles
and says, “Well, I’ve goofed around too much. If I finish my work next
Sunday, I could go see the greenery in Hakone.” Voilà, a Modern Girl; a
truly refined, economically independent contemporary girl. But, on that
note, they are apt to protest that “the fabric of Japanese society is to be
blamed.” They say, “It’s hard to get one’s foot in the door as a woman in
Japan.” Likely because feminists in Great Britain, too, have been declaring, “Equal duration of work, equal amount of work, equal number of
holidays, and equal wages.” If memory serves, the afore-mentioned are
the words of Madam Beatrice Webb.12 In other words, being employed,
Webb, Beatrice. The Wages of Men and Women: Should They Be Equal? London:
The Fabian Society, 1919.
12
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that is to say, having financial power; I would like to think about having
financial power, whether now or in the future, and the Modern Girl.
–
Now, what kind of family do these girls come from? That is,
the class from which they come. Presumably, the well-educated middle
class, I believe. If they are the daughters of the bourgeoisie, they do not
have the spare time to ponder over life, or rather, since these girls are
satiated in their worlds, there is no need to. Therefore, they do not delve
deeper. Their lives are such that they are unable to look closely at things.
Thus, my earlier-mentioned “rebellion against the curse of tradition” is
unlikely. Because of this, they cannot exist as free people, just as one
would expect of someone so sheltered.
Maybe those who we consider Modern Girls in a good sense
cannot be explained like this. Even if they were refined, it would not
prove useful to them in their journeys ahead; neither on the inside, nor
the outside. If we think in this way, this educated middle-class is a favorable greenhouse in which to raise this sort of woman.
For these girls, there is a world of endlessly free fantasy. Their
dreams are pink. It is a fantasy world where they run through the sky, to
the extent that they are without the repression of anyone. And eventually they have fantasies of love, a yearning for men. Contemporary girls
are inseparable from their dreams. And even if those dreams are dashed,
there is a characteristic among these girls to not become discouraged or
disappointed. When their dreams are dashed, they just dream another
new dream; and in their dreams…
There are bungalow style houses painted a smart-looking pale
pink, in the leafy green shade of the suburbs. But they are not expecting
a conventional domestic life. They do not want that. Perhaps what they
want is a form of cohabitation. Perhaps they hope for a life of love, a
direct approach without anyone’s mediation. Therefore, from the very
beginning, a baby’s room is nowhere to be found in the blueprints of
their bungalow houses. Instead, they must be planning to bring in a
piano, although it will be Japanese-made.
Rather than to be loved, they hope to love — never half-heartedly, but proactively. Their lovers are often treated like pets, and tend
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to be considerably younger. Here is one episode. It is the story of an
acquaintance of mine, a young woman, who for our purposes we will
call Katsue Takeuchi:
She was born on a bright and sunny little island in the south.
Perhaps the pungent aroma of the lemon blossoms had a hand in making
her adolescent sensibilities ripen. Her parents had a soy sauce brewery;
she, a gift for music. Her good looks only complemented her God-given
talents, of course. As soon as she graduated the girls’ secondary school
in M City, she left for Tokyo and entered a private music school. There
she was baptized into complete Modernity. Her daydreams were pink,
after all.
She completed her Modern studies upon graduating from conservatory. When she graduated with a certificate, her parents, who had
put together her Seven Essentials, thinking she would get married, found
that their ‘gray daydream’ was utterly crushed. She remained in Tokyo
under the pretext of continuing her studies, and became employed as a
chorus girl at a certain Grand Theater. And then, the curtain (the picture
scroll of her self-development) rises on her Modern life.
Congregating around her were several Modern Boys. There
was also an executive of a large company, an editor-in-chief of a large
newspaper, and a Modern senior official of a government ministry, too.
However, none of those people were applicable to her love scale. Being
taken care of or becoming somebody’s lover would not mean grave consequences, unlike traditional Japanese women, for whom it would be a
disgrace, self-depreciation, sacrilege, and such things as those. Perhaps
that would be a good thing, depending on the circumstances, but that
kind of passive standpoint would not comply with her Modern habits.
She chose a fresh-faced higher school student13 to be her partner in her
‘romantic stage play.’ She wanted a young man who would welcome the
embraces and kissing that came continuously from her welled-up passions. She wanted a boy younger than herself. He was not younger than
her, in fact, they were the same age, but because of his innocence, his
doll-like face, and the way he let her hold him tight, he conformed to her
scale. She was contented.
She now sings her love to that man in her arms in a bungalow in
13

Based on the pre-war education system, he would have been 17-20 years old.
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a shady pine grove at the foot of a hill in the suburbs of Suginami-machi.
Perhaps people strolling around the neighborhood can hear her ecstasy
playing its serenade of love from the other side of the curtain. It is the
realization of her pink daydream. However, what if she becomes pregnant? And of course, she has made arrangements, no, must have made
preparations beforehand. There are OO condoms, OO pins, OO Sanger,
and also OO disinfectant.14 But how long will her financial power be
able to power her imagination?
–
Society looks upon Modern Girls and cinema like indivisible
parts. To that extent, there is a close relationship between Modern girls
and film. One cannot overlook the fact that film propagated the modernism that floats on the surface of modern cities. There are cases in which
modern-day girls are born from film. Moreover, recent movies incorporate, in great amounts, the substance and livelihood of these Modern
young women. Like the chicken and the egg, the question of which
came first may soon appear, as Modern Girls and cinema become more
indistinguishable.
In their dreams they envision a film studio in Kamata. In their
fantasies they soar through the skies of Hollywood. They make it easy
to be drawn into a state of trance-like rapture by dissolving their dreams
into the films. Yes, the cinema is one part of what makes up their existence. See below, some sparrows of the Ginza twitter to each other about
a film.
“R-chan, have you seen Sorrell and Son?”
These words, all related to birth control, were partially censored in the original text,
and have been left that way. Birth control was highly frowned upon, if not illegal, in
many countries in the first half of the 20th century, and was not talked about openly
in polite society. The “pin” mentioned likely refers to a method of abortion in which
a long pin, such as a hat pin, would be used to break the amniotic sac. OO サーナ
ー, which is probably an atypical rendering of the name Sanger, points to the ideology
of Margaret Sanger, a prominent women’s rights figure from the 1910s to 1950s, and
an early proponent of birth control. She visited Japan in 1922. Household cleaning
products and disinfectants, such as Lysol, were made into douches and used as a form
of birth control in the early 1900s.
14
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“You mean at the Hōgakuza?”15
“Uh huh.”
“It made me cry!”
“Which part?”
“Um, in the last scene where Christopher, who was played by
Asther, sees Sorrell dying, and had that expression that he wanted to be
a good son, but there was his father, dying.”
“You softy.”
“Says you! I was just completely captivated by Asther’s acting!”
They are trying to nonchalantly flirt with the Western actors on
the screen. However, from here they push forward even more acutely,
and go on to make an insightful commentary that would put a professional critic to shame.
“But isn’t anything by the famous director, Brenon, too good to
miss?”
They have become such connoisseurs that they appreciate the
hard work of the technicians and the director that does not show up on
the screen.
“Say what you will, but the one who has capitalized on that
movie overall is the star, H.B. Warner. I’ve seen a lot of pointless movies,
but ones like this that really cap“They are trying to nonchalantly ture a father’s deep love, with the
flirt with the Western actors on
war in the background… Well,
the screen. However, from here you don’t see those very often.”
they push forward even more
They have completely memorized
acutely, and go on to make an
the names of famous studios, diinsightful commentary that
rectors, and film stars. Here is one
would put a professional critic to
more episode where they can imshame.”
mediately call to mind celebrities’
features and characteristics — H. B. Warner’s face, Anna Q. Nilsson’s
eyes, Carmel Myer’s demeanor, the gallantry of Richard Dix, and the
passion of Rod La Rocque.
Above the shoe rack in S Building in Marunouchi, someone
had left behind a package wrapped in a red merino furoshiki. Perhaps it

15

The Hōgakuza was a well-known movie theatre in the Chiyoda ward of Tokyo.
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was something a shop girl from somewhere in that building misplaced.
The maintenance man turned it in to the young employees of a certain
company in the same building at their after-hours tea party. They had
been speaking fondly of their wives, and chatting about The Black Cat16
for about an hour. The package was turned in around the time they ran
out of things to talk about. Without hesitation, they decided to inspect
the package to see what was inside. Inside was a Modern young lady’s
journal and, being a journal, perhaps contained the secrets she held most
dear. Thus, the young men’s curiosity — especially that of the many
bachelors — was even more intense than when trying opening a jewel
box. Surprisingly though, the journal contained nothing about the usual
trivial matters; just reviews of movies and names of actors.
∆∆ month / XX day
Saw Lily of the Dust. As usual, Paramount has hit the nail on the head.
It’s about the elegant pursuits of a girl whose love has been tossed about
by fate since the Great War. Pola Negri plays the lead role, Lily Czepanek. At any rate, we found the embrace at the climax titillating. I let
out a soft sigh then. I put both of my hands above my breast and, just as
I suspected, my heart was pounding.
But I don’t want to think about that, love being toyed with by
fate. After all, I want to keep a close eye on my love. I want to nurture it.
Went to Shibuya Kinematograph.17 On the way back, I went to
Futaba for tea and sweets with N. It gets busy here after 10:00.
∆∆ month / XX day
Saw Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan’s big hit, Enemies of Women. Was
this supposed to be Vincente Blasco Ibanez’s masterpiece? The theme he
was aiming for did not sit well with me. Rather, I related far too much to
Alicia, the duchess of Lille, whose strange desire to be liked by men was
her life goal. Maybe it’s my thinking that’s odd.
As soon as the lights dimmed, K, the boy I had take me to the
movies today, asked to hold my hand and snuggled up to me all strangeThe works of Edgar Allan Poe experienced a rise in popularity around this time in
Japan.
17
The kinematograph was an early film projector.
16
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like. He was so annoying.
∆∆month / XX day
It was slow at work today so I went to listen to Musei
Tokugawa.18
The fellow I went with was S, a would-be Modern Boy. It wore
me out, he was so awful. The skit was just a plain, old skit. It was funny
though, to some listeners, so maybe they were dumber than the speakers.
The sketch could have used some better humor. It should have had more
cynical comments about society, I think. It will be a long time before
Japan sees someone like Bernhard Shaw.
These are the opinions, knowledge, and the like they have of the films
they see. Ten years ago, even if Japanese girls like these wanted this sort
of knowledge, I am not certain it was available. If one becomes trapped
in her sophisticated discernment, then Mr. Tokugawa, the famous budding commentator, will never have a chance. To compare Tokugawa to
Shaw, that she spoke ill of him, she is in a sense becoming a social commentator herself. If he had compared himself to Shaw, certainly even
Mr. Tokugawa would not have gone on stage.
–
They have a good ear for music… or at least, they pretend to.
Even if they call it music, it is nothing like sound of those three strings
that, on moonlit nights, lament the tranquil autumn and stir our hearts
in the melancholy of spring. Then again, they do not expect it to be as
sweet as admiring the melody of the koto that so suited the tastes of
Prince Nakakuni who, one autumn night, set out on horseback to locate
Lady Kogō. It is Western music, of course, modern Western music. In
addition to that, it seems they are not overly fond of the way the serenades and threnodies gently, yet somehow, pierce one’s heart.
Perhaps it is impolite to say so, but this unappealing American-

Musei Tokugawa (1894-1971) was one of the most famous film narrators of the
silent era, as well as a social commentator.
18
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style, prestissimo jazz is apparently well-liked by them. There is a reason
behind this. Inside the over-ripe melting pot of material civilization that
they grew up in, these girls, yearned not for the gray music of dark Northern Europe, like Beethoven, Bach and Mozart, and then Schumann and
Schubert — the classical music with dull, gloomy shades. Of course, for
them, in a world devoid of mystery, where music is as simple as 2+2=4
— that is, “‘1 and 2 and 3, 4’” — jazz seems appealing. They pursue a
world of rhapsody rather than one of meditation. They enjoy the excitement from Southern Europe.
It is not the quiet appreciation of finer music, but the enjoyment
of a world of gay music, such that, instead of a sound that twines itself
around the heart, the sound of jazz, which bombards the body directly, is
preferred. If I was to borrow a phrase from Leopold Auer, I would have
to say, “the world of music spins,” is very much true. Connected to the
world of music is dance, but that is not yet universal.
–
Their palate is to be considered next. Years ago, a line of seventeen- or eighteen-year old girls would form in front of the sweet potato-seller’s store. But then Modern girls came to hate sweet potatoes.
What’s more, the girls who passed through Umezono’s entrance on the
way back from paying respects to Kannon — the ones who would say,
“Hold on, Mii-chan, why don’t we go and have some red bean soup” —
decreased. Instead, parties of Modern young women, requesting tables
and practically setting up camp on the second floor of Dai’ichirō’s Chinese Restaurant, on the way back from Tsukiji Theater, have increased. I
have even heard that there are Modern ladies of class who order Western
cuisine a la carte at the grill in The Imperial Hotel. The ability to adapt
the palate to simple and plain food has been lost.
They like greasy chicken with green peas in sauce, mooshu
chicken, char siu, fried carp with sauce, duck strips served hot, crab omelette with vegetables, Peking duck, fried things, sautéed things, things
that are braised, and roasted things. Japanese cuisine — horsetail greens
with sesame dressing in the springtime, salads of bamboo shoots and
peppertree buds, abalone in cold water, broiled eggplant with miso paste,
salted trout intestines in the early autumn, sea bream hot pot, chicken hot
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pot, seafood and vegetable stew — these “unpleasantries” rather repulse
them. They prefer a thick potage to clear broth. While in regards to their
choices of sweets, there are coconut and peanut clusters, apple pie, and
doughnuts. If one thinks about it, it is a change in taste over time.
–
If we closely examine each and every piece thusly, we will find
hints of the free world yet to come. At every opportunity, they try to rid
themselves of the old ways; a sort of masculinity in them can be seen.
However, in their progress to the next world, they cannot try to pass
through without paying. They could not forgive themselves if they did
not grasp the core of the truth, of reality, in everything that they do. They
step firmly on solid ground. A unique characteristic of Modern Girls is
their going about by realism.
Indeed, I spoke of painting a pink dream. However, these are
not dreams about a princess in a fairytale. They are painting a picture
of tomorrow in their hearts. The beating of their wings grows stronger
before the dawn of a new era. Their dreams are founded on mathematics
and accumulated logic. If such is the case, not only do they not appear to
be in any danger, but the sentiments of these eighteen-year-olds are not
wrong, either. It is likely that if they fall in love, they will not become
heartsick like ordinary sheltered
girls. Women who are free, intel- “If we closely examine each and
ligent, and have been blessed with every piece thusly, we will find
culture; women who are realistic, hints of the free world yet to come.
and try to advance while resisting At every opportunity, [Modern
all of the old ways, are Modern Girls] try to rid themselves of the
old ways; a sort of masculinity in
Girls.
them can be seen.”
Having come this far, it is
somewhat clearer what makes a
Modern Girl. They can also be seen as outcasts of a women’s rebellion.
However, they will not hold themselves back or despair in the slightest
because of that. There are morals they try to create for themselves, and
virtues they try to establish. Perhaps if we judge from the point of our
own customs and morals, content of their lives would certainly be called
coquettish. Of course, they are coquettes.
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Some of them will say blatantly, “It’s said that marriage is
agreeing to sell your body as reimbursement of a life-long contract,”
and, “They say chastity is the fulfillment of this contract, disregarding,
of course, the sense of love in both marriage and chastity,” — what,
ladies and gentlemen, is this if not a thunder cloud in the blue skies of
we the people of the old era? In this way, they frown on the old world as
they stride powerfully onward to the next era.
They try to be free, to be intelligent. They try to make great
strides. Who will lead these girls — a point the intelligentsia and cultural guides must contemplate the most. My motive in deciding to write
this book was to offer such people better data.
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Cross Cultural Considerations for Craniofacial
Anomalies
Introduction
Craniofacial anomalies have been the subject of a multitude
of research studies over the years. The great majority of these studies
are primarily concerned with the physical features associated with a
medical diagnosis. Two particular anomalies that are often considered
are craniosynostosis, the premature fusion of cranial sutures, and palatoschisis (cleft palate), the incomplete formation of the hard palate. The
cleft palate anomalies are often grouped with cleft lip malformations
of the primary palate. Collectively, these anomalies can be referred to
as Craniofacial Anomalies (CFA) and Cleft Lip and Palate (CLP). Of
course, the physical aspects of the conditions have been scrutinized with
a strong focus on the efficacy of surgical procedures that reduce the abnormally formed facial features and normalize the overall appearance.
The treatment of craniofacial anomalies involves much more
than merely the physical aspect. Any condition that has not been commonly accepted by societal standards requires a support team of surgical, psychological, and social work expertise to aid patients in postsurgical adjustments. In more recent years, the psychosocial aspects of
CFA and CLP have been under greater scrutiny. Understanding the less
essential functional complications for the anomalies can aid in an improved overall quality of life for patients with these conditions.
An important influence on an individual is the home environment, which most directly affects a child’s ability to be socialized, since
much of social learning has its foundation within the family. What then
are the lasting effects of the parental role in the overall result after treatment?
This paper attempts to consider the literature on the confluence
of parental involvement in the treatment of CLP and CFA, specifically
the underlying cultural understandings that have had the most prevalent
influence on the opinion of the conditions. Qualitative research on this
subject, though increasing, unfortunately does not address enough of the
issues surrounding the social and cultural dynamics that are involved in
CFA and CLP treatment.
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General Effects
Retrospective case studies focusing on self-esteem and social
skills have been emerging for adults who have had CFA and CLP. These
studies attempt to understand the gender differences and the evolution
of treatment methods over an extended period of time. Many of these
methods have involved the use of multi-step questionnaires that include
both multiple choice scale (1-5 with 1 being not at all effective and 5
being extremely effective) and open ended questions.
Much of the study on the general effects of CFA and CLP on
children revolves around the subject of corrective surgery. In Helen
Palkes’ 1986 article in The Cleft Palate Journal, the focus is on the
child’s well-being in relation to parental involvement during the process
of outpatient care. The paper argues that the purpose of surgery was to
secure the “optimal psychological benefit.”1 The sample group was selected from twenty-four parent-child pairs who were seeking treatment
for CFA and CLP at the Washington University Medical Center.2 The
format of the study included both a questionnaire of demographic information and a Peabody Picture Vocabulary test to assess the intellectual
ability of the patients.3 The families ranged from single parent families
to nuclear families with an assortment of white collar, blue collar, urban,
and rural identities.4
The attitudes of the parents before surgery were a combination
of more negative emotions coupled with lower expressions of parental pride. The most common concerns were over the child’s health and
well-being.5 There was even a sense of a “spread of effect” where other
aspects of child’s behavior were also viewed negatively.6 Children in
these families were considered more ill-behaved than their peers, often
described as troublemakers.7 Also, patients tended to rate themselves
as less deformed than when their parents rated them, suggesting that
the parents were generally more focused on the anomaly than the children were.8 This conclusion was drawn from a drawing test in which
both parents and patients were asked to sketch out their families. Parents
were more likely to focus on the child’s physical differences in their
drawings, while the patients were content with just drawing the details
of their family dynamic. Overall however, parents were mostly able to
predict child’s general self esteem, though it was posited that surgery
affected parental attitudes towards the child. As the postoperative treat-
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ment progressed, attitudes towards the children were deemed increasingly more positive.9 This result was expected as corrective surgery was
contingent on parental choice. This conclusion about the strong effect
of parental control regarding surgery for CFA and CLP patients was reiterated by a survey of 38 individuals between the ages of 12 and 61
conducted by the National Human Genome Research.10 A dominant
theme during the surveys was the desire for the patients to convey that
the reconstructive surgery methods needed to be more focused on the
patient rather than the overall desires of their parents.11 In fact, a number
of patients struggled with pressure from their parents to continue with
more surgeries during their childhood, a sign that some interpreted as a
suggestion that their appearance was dissatisfactory to their parents.12
The dentist Ronald Strauss was also extremely interested in the
perceptions of children with CLP. In 1988, Strauss, along with Hillary
Broder and Ronald Helms, conducted a survey of patients with a range
of CLP to consider their satis“A dominant theme during
faction with surgery in regards
the surveys was the desire for
to their appearance and speech
the patients to convey that the
abilities.13 They conducted stanreconstructive surgery methods
dardized interviews at a cleft needed to be more focused on the
palate center to distinguish the
patient rather than the overall
difference between perceptions
desires of their parents.”
of the adolescent patients and
perceptions of their parents.14 It seemed that patients tended to be
generally pleased with their appearance and speech ability, but many
initially entered treatment with decidedly low expectations due to past
experiences with surgery.15 There were no clear gender differences
between patient responses, and the parental responses tended to align
well with the responses of the patients.16 This new study demonstrated that parents and children were in agreement during the treatment
period, a conclusion that is not as widely reported in other studies.
In 1991, Strauss and Broder continued to focus on the general
issues with psychosocial research when applied to CLP and CFA. They
stated that there needed to be a better inclusion of “the complexity of
factors and interaction effects that can affect psychological function
[which] must be considered in research design.”17 Their suggestions included the use of matched control groups and comparison groups, rather
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than relying on one set of researchers’ interpretations of interviews.18
There was also an emphasis placed on better cultural understanding and
a need for a broader look at the conditions rather than merely including
single treatment centers.19
This interest in parental attitudes persisted for a few years as
Mary Pannbacker and Jane Scheurle conducted another survey in 1993,
including multiple regions within the United States.20 Both researchers
agreed that parental involvement was needed to complete a comprehensive team treatment for children with CLP, and that therefore, more
research was needed regarding the effect of parental attitudes toward
their children’s medical treatment.21
More recently in 2012, a nationwide Australian survey assessed
the quality of life of CLP patients against population norms. The study,
led by Peter Foo, warned that there needed to be more time allotted to
properly understand the results of the survey, but that the cross-sectional
prospective survey did yield some interesting results.22 The self-report
style of the questionnaire concluded that the overall quality of life was
considered very satisfactory, save for the physical transformation which
was often deemed unsatisfactory or in need of improvement.23 This
article once again reemphasized the theme of physical appearance being
a primary concern of CLP patients.
Regarding the general thoughts on the psychosocial aspects
of CLP and CFA, the literature on the subject appears to be moving
towards a goal of more positive social outcomes for patients rather than
just the appearance. In the 1998 Turner, Rumsey, and Sandy article for
the European Journal of Orthodontics, the belief was that parental and
patient perceptions frequently overlooked in favor of the general physical health of the patient.24 Turner argued that because the birth of a
baby with CLP is rarely predicted before birth, families of children with
anomalies tended to report higher personal stress and familial conflict
while adjusting to the news.25 This rather easily predictable outcome
often resulted in children with CLP exhibiting shy and sometimes socially inhibited behavior, the source of which, in some cases, was the
parents giving CLP children more room for misbehavior by adjusting
their leniency.26 A similar conclusion was made in 2013 by a research
group from the National Institute of Health. The comparative review
drew on previously conducted studies that focused on the effectiveness
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of physical and psychological care of patients with CLP.27 Conclusions
were difficult as the authors believed there was a paucity of evidence to
support any consistent long term effects on various patients.
Research by Alice Pope and Heather Snyder suggested that the
effects on CLP and CFA children’s behavior may have been somewhat
exaggerated.28 Their examination of CFA patients in an urban setting
used clinical description rather than utilizing a survey or questionnaire
that directly involved patient responses and concluded that, though CFA
patients may have a few social skill deficits, they were equally as likely
as other children to have elevated rates of competency in other social
areas. In fact, CFA patients often scored higher in their sense of self and
determination.
Cultural Influences
Culture has an extremely broad definition that includes the
status of social norms for a group of people who share similar identities. There have been cultural anthropological studies on both western
and nonwestern groups of people on the influence of long held cultural
beliefs on the treatment of children with CFA and CLP.
In 1985, Ronald Strauss considered the difference between
Western medicine and other international case studies of CLP and CFA.
He urged for a response to birth defects in their cultural and social
context, raising the ethical questions of whether or not surgical correction for CFA should be routine after birth.29 Strauss described two distinct non-western cultures in Israel and Nigeria to illustrate the complexity of cultural influence on CFA treatment.
Israel represented a developed multicultural nation composed
of a primarily Jewish (western and non-western) and Arab population.
The variation in culture led to two similar views on CFA, which Strauss
labeled as either fatalistic or fixing. Strauss argued that the non-western
Jews took a more fatalistic view regarding CFA and speculated about
a curse on the family, leading to a passive stance towards treatment.30
On the other hand, the European Jews took a very active view of the
situation and elected for surgery due to the “value placed on normalization and social integration.”31 The largely Muslim Arab people were also
pinned with a fatalistic spiritual attitude. Strauss did also mention that
the views on surgery in Israel are also strongly influenced by the avail-
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ability and accessibility of surgery in Israel.32
Nigeria was presented as an example of a developing nation in
West Africa, composed of two-hundred fifty tribal groups. In Nigeria,
due to the fact that infectious dis“In Nigeria, due to the fact that eases receive most of the medical
infectious diseases receive most attention, a minor physical handiof the medical attention, a minor cap such as CLP or CFA was sure
physical handicap such as CLP or to lead to poverty.33 Thus, a “disCFA was sure to lead to poverty.
figured child [is] held to represent
Thus, a ‘disfigured child [is] held
the family’s social position and
to represent the family’s social
is regarded with shame.”34 These
position and is regarded with
shame.’ These physical handicaps physical handicaps were linked to
were linked to witchcraft and led witchcraft and led to concealment
or neglect.35 However, much of the
to concealment or neglect.”
treatment of CLP and CFA children was hidden and shrouded from outsiders to perhaps hide the true
implications of having an unaccepted child in a poorer society.36
Yet, later research into CLP and CFA cross-cultural treatment
attempted a more varied and perhaps more fatalistic view of the
circumstances. Nancy Scheper-Hughes in 1990 brought in the concept
of ethno-eugenic survivalism by consolidating various ethnographies.
She argued that the heroic “saving” of CLP and CFA children ought
to be thoroughly scrutinized within a cultural context.37 Because many
environments were unfavorable to infant survival, congenital anomalies
have long been “the primary rationale for infanticide world-wide.”38
These “untouchables,” or physically different doomed infants, were
often thought of as supernatural or non-human.39 Sometimes infants
were set out to die in order to protect others from being polluted, as
was observed in the Nuer people of Central Africa, who regarded the
deformed child as a mistake.40 Scheper-Hughes also gave the example
of the rural Irish in West Kerry who believed in changelings, or evil
creatures brought to replace newborns in the night.41 These children
were exposed and burned throughout the years.42 Ethnographies of the
Bariba people of Benin called these children witches, witch infants, and
throw-away children.43 Scheper-Hughes argued that these third world
area interpretations considered widespread infanticide to be a humane
way of controlling the population.44 Yet, she was also quick to point
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out that those who survived their
CLP and CFA conditions were also “Because many environments were
unfavorable to infant survival,
regarded as exemplary individuals
congenital anomalies have long
avenging fate by surviving.45
been ‘the primary rationale for
In response to Scheperinfanticide world-wide.’ These
Hughes’s somewhat dramatic con‘untouchables,’ or physically
clusion, Robert J. Shprintzen ex- different doomed infants, were
plained that the treatment methods often thought of as supernatural or
for CFA and CLP were not as
non-human.”
homogenous as Scheper-Hughes
assumed. Rather, the conclusion was that these cultural variations ought
to be taken into account and assessed by a group that specializes in
cross-cultural communication in order to deliver the best treatment for
the patient, rather than taking a hands-off approach to the matter.
Still, viewing CFA and CLP through distinct cultural lenses
remains a challenging task. Qualitative interviews have been conducted
more recently in South Africa where the convergence of Western healthcare and traditional healing methods has led to a better understanding
of the negative social reactions due to persistent cultural myths.46 These
interviews once again pointed to an ability of affected patients to overcome their anomaly by becoming more philosophical and adventurous.
A more structured approach to examining the cultural effect
on the family environment of CLP patients emerged in 2011 in a study
by John Loh and Micol Ascoli, two psychiatrists concerned with the
providing an cross-cultural explanatory model for reactions to children with CLP. The demographics included the Chinese, Africans, and
Indians. The psychological profiles of adolescent and adult individuals
with CLP were largely high for their self-esteem scores.47 This high selfesteem was attributed to the traditional Chinese culture’s emphasis on
interpersonal relationships and social harmony.48 The parental attitude
of the Chinese was referred to as more accepting of the possibility of
emotional instability for their children.49 That is not to say that the CLP
children were considered elevated in any way. Normality was still the
main desire for the Chinese study group. Attitudes toward CLP in Africa
was considered more severe as the incidence probability was somewhat
lower compared to the West and Asia.50 The explanation was once again
considered more supernatural and linked with witchcraft, imbalance,
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and impurity, a largely religiously biased approach to the anomaly.51
The Indian individuals were also dealing with the concept of curses, evil
spirits, and retribution for past sins. The anxiety in social interaction was
high, but this anxiety was more likely the cause of familial isolation for
protection of the child.52 Yet, this article concluded that the literature
regarding these cross-cultural attitudes still suffered from severe limitations on the information needed for these studies. Comparative studies
on varying traditional treatment methods was also scarce but deemed a
high possibility by the authors.
More recently in 2013, a research group in Hyderabad, India
published an article on the perceptions of family members in the rural
outskirts of that community. The commonly held belief in that region of
India explained the presence of
“The commonly held belief in
a CLP as the result of an eclipse,
[Hyerabad,] India, explains the
a superstition that often leads to
presence of a CLP as the result of
neutrality towards the welfare
an eclipse, a superstition that often
of the child.53 The authors of
leads to neutrality towards the
this piece concluded that the
welfare of the child. […] The article
once again pointed to the gap in physicians in the area needed to
the craniofacial anomaly literature design an educational protocol
for the community to better unbetween cultural practices and
clinical practices which can inhibit derstand how to care for patients
with these malformations.54 The
proper medical care.”
article once again pointed to the
gap in the craniofacial anomaly literature between cultural practices and
clinical practices which can inhibit proper medical care.
Future Considerations
There is no perfect answer to the question of what parental
and familial influences have on a child, but the accepted conclusion is
generally along the lines of the predictable. Positive familial environments and highly involved parents produce more well-adjusted children. However, research and common sense both point to the plethora
of random and ambiguous situations that cause answers to not lie on
a simple “extremely well-adjusted” and “extremely not well-adjusted”
binary scale of comparison.
Every few years, a call is made for more research on the subject
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of improving qualitative methods of research, and the issues remain constant. There is an understanding that cross cultural problems are present,
but cultural anthropological research on the subject is hardly consolidated. The regional distribution is scattered. Overall, there is much room
for more research on this subject, including newer and more accurate
styles of surveying, interviewing, and a better method of comparison
between differing groups of individuals.
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Deadbeat Husband
All I could see was red as I scrubbed the dishes. Ralph made me
so mad sometimes and the fight we just had was tremendous. He refused
to leave the room though… which irked me. He just stayed there — he
wouldn’t move no matter how many times I asked him, as politely as I
could, to leave. He thought this was his room: he owned the house, he
paid for it, so this was his room, and he didn’t have to leave his room.
That was how he rationalized it. I didn’t own anything, not that chair I
sat in or the celery I chopped for dinner. So… he didn’t have to leave.
That is, until the Bucks came on television.
I couldn’t leave though; I had all these dishes to clean: plates,
cups, forks, spoons, knives. It’s not like Ralph was going to do it — so
I had to. After the knives, there was the table (especially with all the
food Ralph sprayed over my nice clean table cloth when he talked), the
floor (of course with all the mud and sweat Ralph dripped and oozed
and splashed when he came in from the fields at the end of the day — he
never washed up before dinner), and the walls (where Ralph successfully smeared all his mud and sweat in an attempt to hold himself up,
after all he was completely drunk… as usual).
All the while, as I cleaned up after his mess, Ralph just watched
me. He knew I hated he was there so he did it simply to make me mad. If
we hadn’t gotten in a fight he would be in the den watching the pre-game
as I got him another beer in between cleaning the spoons, but of course
he wouldn’t let the fight just die. Oh no… he had to stay there.
I tried not to look at him, my face growing blood red, but I could
see his reflection in the smooth silver of the large knife I was washing —
I swear I saw him smile. He was enjoying this way too much and I was
done. I screamed at him to “Get out!” but he wouldn’t. In the end only
the game drew Ralph out.
Walking across the kitchen floor I slipped and fell on the cupful
of cranberry juice Ralph had knocked out of my hand during the fight.
I didn’t even bother getting up, it was too late and I was too tired: the
red had already gotten all over my favorite dress. I would be lucky if it
washed out, especially with the crappy cleaning detergent Ralph let me
buy. It would have to be burned… that was that. I swore at myself and
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then reached up to the counter to get the soaking wet sponge, wringing it
out first and then applying it to the sullied floor. Why did I even bother? I
was his wife, that’s why, and everything needed to be perfect (no matter
his stinginess) — or he would get angry.
The cranberry juice had gotten farther than I had thought, but
the room progressively got cleaner as I labored over it with a questionably old sponge and aching feet. By the time I was done and everything
was back in order and sparkling, he was still spread out on the couch
watching the game. My own blond hair covered in suds and a little cranberry juice, pale skin slightly moist from perspiration, and slender, calloused hands covered in muck, I slunk off to bed – making the easy
decision not to disturb him – shrugged out of my now ruined dress, and
snuck into the shower.
The hot water hit me like a horse tranquilizer; I hadn’t realized
how tense I had been down there. The steam that billowed out of the
shower head as the boiling water battered the bottom of the bath filled my
head and made me groggy, but that was how I wanted it. I didn’t want to
think about the fight we just had. Every time I almost forgot completely
and let myself go, my eyes would
catch on the brown crud beneath
“Opening the door from the
my fingernails. Clinging as if to
bathroom to the bedroom was
life itself, the grime refused to go
war as the steam behind me
away, embedding itself farther unclashed with the cold air that
derneath the nail and deeper into
rushed in from the window.”
my aggravated nerves. Scrub as I
did, the filth did nothing but smile
up at me mockingly until I scrambled out of the shower, hands slipping
and sliding over knobs and drawers, and procured the sharp tipped silver nail file out of my bedside table. Stabbing, slicing, and scraping, the
instrument cleared away the dirt and finally, I found I could relax.
Opening the door from the bathroom to the bedroom was war
as the steam behind me clashed with the cold air that rushed in from
the window. My breath caught with the terrifyingly fast change from
warmth to frigidity, eyes widening, mouth frozen open. Soon though, as
I rigidly stepped forward onto the discolored shaggy carpet, the steam
retreated into its own territory, dying quickly after, and I found my chest
no longer incapable of movement.
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Without bothering to dress I collapsed onto the bed atop the
covers, my raw, pink skin soaking the blankets beneath with wet from
my dripping back. The nude flesh steamed and churned with cerise as
the blood pitched just beneath the surface. I could feel the thump-thump
throughout my body from toe to head as the blood pumped through my
veins — pulsating as if one large blood vessel were being pushed along
the path I naively chose: unforgiving, and with no breaks in sight. New
bouts of cool air streamed in from the open night sky, passed through the
fluttering shade, and pressed up against my form — holding me to the
bed. The new chill licked at my inflamed flesh and caused all the hair on
my body to prickle.
From my place on the bed I could see the dress Ralph had given
me for our last anniversary still covered in cranberry juice and crumpled
on the bureau, the dull light from the bathroom spotlighting the loving
gift. Ralph had been so thoughtful in getting it for me, remembering
how I looked at it in the store window as he got new tires from across
the street. He really was a good man… Ralph. He was always looking
after me and this little house, wearing himself away out in the fields
every day. He had always done so much for me, and I knew I should try
to do more for him in return, but sometimes I wondered whether it was
enough. Would it ever be enough? I never did much right. It was always
too dusty (which aggravated his allergies), or too dirty (he complained
of living in squalor). Dinner was always too late or too early (which
upset his delicate digestion), I didn’t cook the meat right and gave him
food poisoning. (I rightfully got sick myself and a good tap on the eye
from Ralph.)
Tonight’s fight wasn’t really Ralph’s fault. He didn’t mean to
knock me down this time (though I probably deserved it), he was just
so frustrated with the crops this year. I knew now, after it was over and
I had a chance to cool down, I shouldn’t have blamed him for his attitude. He had a right to be upset… but I couldn’t help myself, I was
always so thoughtless with such an emotion-filled man. Poor Ralph felt
everything, especially the pressure to keep me well provided for. Now
what right did I have to scold him for that? It was my own temper really.
I should have just let him vent — but I didn’t, I couldn’t, I had to press
him, I had to make him angry. That was my fault.
I would have to make it up to him. From now on I would just
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have to try harder than I ever had. I would have to be a better wife.
The next morning the sun shone warmly on my face and all was
dry, my aches soothed. A sound, though, kept tickling my eardrum — a
low mumbling from downstairs that told me Ralph was up. Begrudgingly I rolled over to the side of the bed, Ralph’s side cool and still made,
and tugged out from my bureau a new dress, the one from last night still
sleeping on the scuffed up wood.
Today would be better — I would be better.
Steps squeaked as I shuffled, still a bit drowsy, down the stairs,
old wood grunting and rusty nails grinding, to make ready Ralph’s
breakfast. I had overslept, but so had Ralph as he still lay on the couch
now watching the early morning run through of all the players and how
they are expected to do in their upcoming games. “Morning,” I offered
guiltily to him as I walked by towards the kitchen, halting only for an
instant to see if the gesture was well received. He didn’t move. I stole
into the kitchen.
The eggs and bacon sizzled and popped, grease flying into my
hair and onto my face and hands, burning. The black coffee I poured was
less potent but was still hot to the touch.
Sometimes I had wished I would pour it right in his lap and burn
him even though I knew he would take it out on me, which of course I
knew now he would have a right to.
Standing here with the coffee in my hands, jittering and splashing — I felt so ashamed. How could I have ever thought such horrible
things? I couldn’t help but think I was a horrible person, and it hurt
because I had to admit to myself that it was true. With a mechanical
fear, scared my thoughts were so dastardly that there was no way Ralph
hadn’t heard my sinful mind, I looked up over the couch at his open
form — Ralph didn’t move.
–Of course he hadn’t heard.
He couldn’t have.
Right?
What if he read it on my face when he saw me?
What if he saw the wicked, dirty thought?
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There was a slight knocking, my hands jittering, as the tray hit
the side table to the left of the old couch. The love seat was caved in on
one side from too much use and ripped on the other from a mean old dog
with a lazy eye Ralph brought home one year and called Rusty.
Ralph was always so kind to animals, but this one was just
purely in contradiction to our Lord. Someone must have been on my
side as the nasty dog died the next
year from an unsecured pitchfork in
“Ralph was always so kind to
the barn. Either way, the knocking
animals, but this one was just
only seemed to irritate Ralph, and purely in contradiction to our Lord.
he simply refused to eat anything. Someone must have been on my
I was just glad he hadn’t puked all side as the nasty dog died the next
over the carpet like that one time year from an unsecured pitchfork
in the barn.”
last year. That took all day to clean
out and I still couldn’t get what was
left of the faded stain off, no matter how hard I tried. He did try to apologize though by bringing in some daisies from the petite garden he gave
me as a present when we first moved in.
In the end, the cold breakfast sitting on the table, I brought down
some blankets and a pillow from upstairs as he was too tired to get up.
I didn’t bother bringing him anything else for the rest of the day but his
black coffee (which always succeeded in sobering him up after a hard
night). At the end of the day I was going to draw him a hot bath, but
when I went in I saw he had somehow already taken a shower while I
was cleaning. How he did it with one of his hangovers was beyond me.
Either way the bath was covered in dirt and grime and other such matter
to make your stomach twirl. I would have to clean it sometime, but not
now. I didn’t want to disturb him. Instead I went downstairs and started
dinner.
The next day Ralph felt better (God knows with that much sleep
he should have) but he still was too tired to get ready by himself. I ended
up helping him. After that I made a breakfast for two and walked with
him to the door as he went off to the fields and the fresh set of crops he
was to pick for market.
We weren’t a big farm, only me and him, but it kept us going.
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When we originally started out, there was supposed to be a son, but that
never worked out — nothing had worked out the way I planned, but I
was still happy with my life with Ralph. Just then I wondered if Ralph
knew I was happy with him. I had always just assumed he had. I thought
it was one of those unsaid matters…
By the time Ralph got home his skin had turned ice cold and
white as a sheet. He had also forgotten the corn which I’d asked him to
bring back for tonight’s meal. I couldn’t bear him to do it in his condition so after taking him inside and getting him some water I went out
and got the corn myself. It might have been a little drier than usual, but
it was food, and there wasn’t an abundance of that around here… despite
the setting of a farm house. After that, dinner went fine. Ralph was much
quieter than usual (I found I had to provide much of the conversation)
but that was very welcome after the previous debacle. I made sure his
plate was always filled and his cup overflowing, he was always happier
when full.
Soon our house seemed to go into a lull, which was quite calming. The days passed on quietly with the moon and sun; Ralph didn’t
complain much at all about his work… and as a matter of fact neither
did I. Things seemed to become easier. I became better at cleaning up
after him, and I wasn’t getting as much beer for the fridge so I knew he
wasn’t drinking as much. Maybe, I thought to myself, maybe that night
got to him. Maybe he is trying to be better too. A slight smile lifted the
sides of my mouth.
I was interrupted though with a knock at the door which I
promptly answered. It turned out to be an employee from the market a
good while down the road that we sold our crops to.
“Oh, hello there, Mrs. Frank, I am so sorry to disturb you, but is
Mr. Frank here today?”
“Mr. Stein, today is Sunday, the Lord’s day. I am afraid Mr.
Frank cannot do business today. You might come back at a later, more
appropriate, date.”
“I am sorry for such an inconvenience ma’am, but I was looking
over the records and I noticed that your husband has not brought by his
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usual produce to,” he stopped her for a second and flashed me a salesman’s smile, “your friends down at ‘Al’s Food.’”
I eyed him over with a stern gaze and a hand on the doorknob.
“We are God fearing people, Mr. Stein. My husband is worshipping the
Lord today — as should you. I am afraid he simply must not be disturbed. Now you have a good day and I will speak with my husband on
the matter later.” With that I curtly smiled at the rude interruption of our
day of rest and prayer — along with my worries — and closed the door.
I would speak with him tomorrow. This was God’s day, not mine.
I knew I shouldn’t speak business but what the man said just
kept boring a hole deeper and deeper into my mind until I could think of
nothing else. Why hadn’t Ralph been delivering the crops? What has he
been doing out there? Have the crops died somehow? By the end of the
night, after I helped him undress and into bed (as was customary of late)
I couldn’t keep silent any more. The questions were too much.
Lying down in bed I turned away from him and pulled the rough
covers up to my shoulders. I wasn’t exactly sure where to start so I unassumingly brought up Mr. Stein’s visit. I didn’t want to start anything; we
had been getting along so much better.
“Mr. Stein dropped by today dear.”
Silence.
“He mentioned something that bothered me.”
He still didn’t say anything.
“Mr. Stein says you haven’t been delivering the crop lately.”
Again there was silence, so I turned over to look at him. His
eyes were almost blank which gave me very little to read in them.
“Why haven’t you been delivering the corn?” I spoke a little
more forcefully. I knew I shouldn’t have, to keep the peace, but his quiet
was angering me. That was our livelihood and it seemed to be going to
the dogs for all he was telling me!
Still Ralph stayed mute, just staring out the windows in the direction of the crop field.
“Fine,” I said curtly. “I’ll go find out myself.” I only hoped there
would be some explanation which didn’t implicate dear Ralph. In the
dark depths of my mind, though, I couldn’t help but think of how calm
Ralph had been lately, and the stash of liquor he had hidden in the barn.
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Brusquely I pushed off the bed, threw on a pair of blue-jeans,
and jumped in the truck. The engine roared to life and I took off, headlights clearing a path as I made a bee-line to the fields. The lumpy dirt
and chunks of rock beneath the tires of the car made the high-speed
drive a bumpy one, tossing me up and down as I drove. A couple times
my head got a little too close for comfort to the roof of the car, which
would not exactly have been forgiving. Finally though, through dust and
over rocks and into the darkness I reached the cornfields where I set the
beams on high and shone them on where the corn should have been.
My breath caught in my throat. Everything was withered and
dead as far as I could see with the aid of the high beams. How could this
be happening? How could Ralph let this happen?! I knew he had been
angry about the terrible crops this season during our fight, but when he
became so calm I assumed they had been getting better. Was he truly lying back in the barn all day, drinking? Was that why he was so relaxed
recently?
This red anger made the trip back faster than the trip there, and
with a few more bumps where I actually did hit my head on the roof of
the truck. It didn’t matter to me now though; all that mattered was what
I saw out there in the fields. I slammed the door as I ran, livid, into the
house, crashing up the stairs and into
“Everything was withered and the bedroom. “What have you been
dead as far as I could see with doing?!” I shrieked at him. Ralph was
the aid of the high beams.”
still lying in the bed, staring out the
window. Standing between him and
the window I forced him to look at me. “Why are all the crops dead?!
Have you been drinkin’ all day? I have allowed that little stash of yours
in the barn — but if this is what you’re doin’ with it — loungin’ around
all day drinkin’ — well I’m just gonna to have to take it away!”
He stayed quiet, which stunned me for a man of his temper. I
found I couldn’t speak either, and as I stood there in silence I took a moment to think, for the first time, and my head and anger began to clear
for a calmer vantage. Instead of screaming again I padded quietly over
to him and knelt down at the bedside, thinking of how much I loved
Ralph and how he would never purposefully hurt me and our life together, and for a moment I thought I saw tears at the edges of his eyes.
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“The crops just failed this year, didn’t they? You tried your best
and they failed and here I am yellin’ at you. Oh dear I am so sorry. Please
forgive me.” I placed my hand in his and crawled over him to my side of
the bed where he turned to face me.
Ralph gazed at me in his own special way and I smiled over at
him in return — we were okay again. Moving over I snuggled against
his body, clean and still lukewarm from the bath he had taken, and I
wrapped his arm around me. It was comforting to feel his chest against
my back, but his chest bones were just so harsh to my flesh. I knew he
hadn’t been eating as much, but I hadn’t known why. Now I understood
it was probably worry over the bad crops this season. He was just trying
to protect me from the truth.
“You should start eatin’ more, you’re skin and bones,” I spoke
softly, dragging my finger across his sunken chest. His pale face looked
almost milky in the moon light. “We can afford it, the next crop will go
better, you’ll see. Not eatin’ won’t do you any good when you have to
work out there. You’re just gettin’ paler and paler. Tomorrow I will make
you a good hearty breakfast and you won’t worry about a thing. Okay?”
Ralph didn’t say anything but I knew he had given in to me. He knew
that when I set my mind on something I would not give up.
The next week was pretty quiet. I took care not to mention the
crops, though he did notice I was a little more careful with the leftovers
and the market money, and when he got home I bathed him and cooked
him a warm meal to fill his stomach after his hard day’s work. I didn’t
mention it to him, but I was beginning to get nervous. The money was
running out and I could feel winter in the air. We wouldn’t have money
enough for food let alone firewood, and this rickety old house couldn’t
keep the heat in at all. How were we going to survive?
Thursday night was the coldest so far — I could see my breath
by the moon’s light as I lay in bed with him. This couldn’t be good for
his condition at all. Ralph had gotten a cold over the past couple days
and I was simply beside myself with worry. He barely ate anything, he
was pale as a sheet, and no matter how many times I asked him to stay
in bed and let it pass, he simply insisted on going out.
Wiggling closer to him, my calf brushed against one of his toes and
I couldn’t believe how icy it was. It couldn’t be healthy. I worried he
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might get frostbite and told him to put on some socks, but he was too
tired to get up and, honestly, so was I.
As I cleaned up after breakfast, washing all the plates, bowls,
forks, spoons and knives, I realized that wasn’t the only bad event that
was going to occur that Friday. Over the scrubbing of the knives and the
sloshing, whooshing, and splattering of the water, I heard the ominous
sound of a car puttering up the driveway. Nervous, I swished open the
curtains, almost cutting them with the knife, and saw, just driving up to
the house, an undersized, chunky car with a miniature, greasy haired,
brown suited man bouncing around on the inside like a rubber ball.
Taking a deep breath I clenched my fists and marched out to
meet the man.
“Mr. Stein.” A controlled smile touching my lips.
“Mrs. Frank.” He paused. “So nice to see you again. I made it a
point this time not to show up on Sunday as you might have noticed.”
“I certainly did.”
“Would I be able to speak with your husband today ma’am? It
is most urgent now, you see, as it is getting late and many of your happy
customers have become quite impatient. They just cannot wait to taste
your sweet, mouth-watering corn.”
“Well, I would let you see him, but as it is he’s out workin’ at
the moment. You just missed him.” I couldn’t let him talk to my poor
husband; it would only upset him having to admit such a loss. These
people would just have to wait.
At this the man’s politeness seemed to crack — jaw clenching,
mouth twisting slightly, fingers reaching up and clawing at his stiff hair,
eyes straying across the property and around the house — that is, until
his eyes alit on something I didn’t see. Then a wide, sleazy smile cut in
half his plastic face and his fingers mechanically reached up and patted
down his messed up hair. “There your husband is right now, Mrs. Frank.
I’ll just go talk to him.” Then before I got a chance to stop him he shot
off in the direction he claimed he saw Ralph. Mr. Stein must have been
lying though, because Ralph left for the fields an hour ago. I began to
follow Mr. Stein to wherever he was heading.
“Now you just come on back, ya hear?! Mr. Stein?! You have no
right–,” then something cut me off.
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It was Mr. Stein’s hollering that did it (God, I hoped he didn’t
get injured on some of our farm equipment. The pitch fork made me
extremely uneasy, especially the way it fell off and skewered Rusty…
that damn dog made such a mess of my garden and such a splattering on
the barn floor).
Running around the corner of the house, I saw Mr. Stein stopped
right before Ralph’s truck. “Now I told you not to disturb my husband!
You have no right bein’ on our prop“The man’s breath became
erty!” As I got nearer my voice got
ragged and his jaw began to
lower and calmer, like how one would
work up and down, but no
explain something to a child. “If you
sound came out.”
must know… we had a bad year with
the corn, that’s all. It’s not my husband’s fault. He did the best he could.”
There was no response.
Walking around to the other side of Mr. Stein so that I was in
between him and the truck I stared him right in the face. It was the most
peculiar thing though. He was completely drained of color and his eyes
were pried open like he was looking at the devil himself. “Now what are
you starin’ at my husband for, Mr. Stein?” I ordered.
The man’s breath became ragged and his jaw began to work up
and down, but no sound came out.
“I asked you a question, Mr. Stein, and I expect you to answer
it.”
“Whuh- whuh-,” he began to breath. Then he turned to me, eyes
wide, brow crinkled.
“Why are you gawkin’ at my Ralph like that? He ain’t a ghost.
It’s very, very rude.”
He raised a finger at Ralph and then at me.
“It’s also rude to point, Mr. Stein. I’m sure your momma taught
you that.”
“You. You–,” he paused. “Jesus Christ.” Mr. Stein swore breathlessly as he outright stared at poor Ralph.
“Now it’s not nice to use our Lord Jesus Christ as a swear word,
Mr. Stein, and I will not stand for it in this household.” Scoldingly, I
wagged my finger at him.
“Now–,” Mr. Stein started real slow, “you know what? You are
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right, Mrs. Frank. You are ab-so-lute-ly right. I am so sorry I did so and
if you’ll excuse me, I must immediately head off to church to confess
my most heinous sin.” With that Mr. Stein ran off to his car without an
answer, started her up, and drove off to church. As he did, I waved goodbye and he went off on his righteous path. His car finally out of sight, I
went off to help my husband down from the truck, being careful not to
stick him with the knife I mindlessly brought out from the kitchen in the
frenzy Mr. Stein caused.
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Identity and the Narrative of Conflict
ABSTRACT:
The ongoing violence between Israelis and Palestinians has
become a deeply rooted conflict that many believe is too deeply entrenched in historical discrepancy to be remedied. The history of the
two groups has been intertwined since ancient times, and their subsequent development apart has created many tensions. However, through
shared historical narratives and through common narratives of war and
violence, it is possible to identify and utilize these common experiences
to create a common ground. This research project aims to present the
historical background of Israelis and Palestinians to uncover some of
the discrepancies between how their two histories are written and rewritten. Additionally, this project will look at how narratives of war and
conflict are created and re-created over time, while lastly looking to
see if processes employed by certain organizations can further change
these narratives from narratives of violence to narratives of peace and
co-existence.
INTRODUCTION:
The research question that this project seeks to address is the
following: In historically entrenched conflict between two groups, such
as the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, how do respective narratives change
over time? What factors influence the creation and re-creation of these
narratives? The objective of this analytical paper is to uncover some of
the tensions and factors that influence narrative creation among Israelis
and Palestinians, and to see if they have changed over time. A related
objective is to see if there are existing mechanisms that have been successful in changing the narrative of war and conflict among these two
groups.
METHODS:
This project will go through the history of the development of
the two groups as separate but intertwined entities. This research was
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found primarily through historical texts written by Israeli, Palestinian,
and European authors to eliminate as much bias as possible. For the
portion of the research concerning competing and complementary narratives, the research was taken from both Israeli and Palestinian sources
to maintain a balance between the two in order to make sure that both
voices are being shown and analyzed equally.
Lastly, in order to look at possibilities for change using narrative, this project looks at several organizations that have made it their
mission to use narratives as a means through which to foster healing
and take a closer look at the differences between the two groups and
where they stem from. Many of these organizations have offices and
headquarters both in Israel and in Palestinian territories, and some have
supplemental offices in countries around the world. Many of these organizations support each other in their endeavors and some even work
together in terms of resources and joint projects.
LITERATURE REVIEW:
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND:

Figure 1. New York Times, Syria. http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/
international/countriesandterritories/syria/index.html. 62 Map of
Ottoman Empire: Table 1: “The Ottoman Empire: 1350 to 1918” [Map
and Caption.] The Islam Project. Web. 25 Jan 2011.
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A look at the history of the Israeli and Palestinian people uncovers many similarities and reveals the root of the subsequent differences
between the two groups. It is important to note that both Jews and Arabs
are Semitic people with plenty of similarities when it comes to their
languages (Hebrew and Arabic), religions, and cultures.1 They both had
periods of political and cultural height as well as downfall, and they
both consider the nineteenth century their period of reawakening, which
can be seen by the emergence of both Zionism and Arab nationalism.2
Zionism, which has many strands and flavors, is defined in its
most basic form as a nationalism that advocates for the creation of a
Jewish nation state in the Land of Israel.3 This is particularly important because as an ethnic group that has been driven out and dispersed
around the world, Jews have maintained a sense of nationhood to a particular geographic location that they strive to return to. Additionally, it is
important to note that Zionism did
“It is important to note that
not originate in Israel but originated instead in the 1880s in Eastern Zionism did not originate in Israel
Europe, where aspects of social- but originated instead in the 1880s
in Eastern Europe, where aspects
ism were combined with much of
of socialism were combined
Zionist theory to emphasize hard
with much of Zionist theory to
work with respect to the land and
emphasize
hard work with respect
communitarian living.4 The waves to the land and communitarian
of settlers entering the Palestine
living.”
region throughout the beginning
of the twentieth century brought with them Zionism as well as a vow
to never again live through the tortures they experienced throughout
Europe. Parallel to this was the birth of Arab nationalism, which was
centered in the largest and most influential cultural centers of the Arab
world, namely in Syria and in Egypt.5 The definition of Arab nationalism is less complicated than the definition of Zionism, mostly because
it emphasizes the cultural achievements of Arab culture and history and
calls for increased unity among all Arabs in the world.6 Unity is a major
focus among the Arabs of the Middle East because of the European
colonial influence, mostly from Britain and France, that they feel has
warped much of their cultural achievement. Despite its more loose nationalism, Arab nationalism has clearly continued to be a strong unifying force among Arabs since its inception, as can be seen in the creation
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of the union between Egypt and Syria in what was known as the United
Arab Republic from 1958 through 1961 and in the events of the recent
Arab Spring.
As Jewish settlers were flocking to then Palestine, foreign
powers began to make demarcations of the future mandates, which they
anticipated before the end of World War I due to the Ottoman Empire’s
inevitable demise. In 1916, France and Great Britain charted the SykesPicot Agreement, which marked the beginning of the mandate period in
the Middle East. This granted France control over Syria and Lebanon,
where they were mostly interested in an outlet to the Mediterranean via
Beirut, as well as control over the Christian minorities in the region.
Great Britain gained control over Iraq and Transjordan (now modern day
Israel), Palestinian territories, and Jordan, because these lands created a
gateway from its prized colonial possession – India – to the Mediterranean.7 Apart from that, Great Britain did not have any particular desires
for Iraq or Transjordan. Soon after Sykes-Picot, the United Kingdom
signed the Balfour Agreement of 1917, which stated:
“His Majesty’s government view with favour the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people,
and will use their best endeavours to facilitate the achievement of this object, it being clearly understood that nothing
shall be done which may prejudice the civil and religious
rights of existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine, or
the rights and political status enjoyed by Jews in any other
country.”8

This agreement and the premature demarcation of their respective mandates shows that European colonial powers were very much involved
in the shaping of the Middle East after World War I and the breakdown
of the Ottoman Empire. Although Great Britain’s vow in the Balfour
Agreement was not necessarily backed by any kind of explicit government aid, the agreement did show that the country was willing to, in
some sense, aid Jews in their Zionist push toward Israel. It is also important to note that Great Britain agrees not to prejudice “the civil and religious rights” of the already present populations, but makes no mention
of their rights as a political entity.
The Jewish structural presence in the region increased signif-
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icantly as migration to Palestine increased in the years leading up to
World War II. The first several waves of migration, or aliyas, brought
mostly peasants land workers from Eastern Europe, but the later aliyas
brought more modern and less religious Jewish groups from other parts
of Europe.9 These later groups came in much larger numbers and helped
to modernize Zionism from its traditional form to an adjusted form that
stressed political unity among Jews the world over, and emphasized political independence as well as an increased interest in military security.
With the influx of more middle class Jews came a steady rise in Jewish
infrastructure and political organization, as can be seen by the creation
of the following agencies: the Hagana (the Jewish defense force that was
established in 1920), the Histradut (the Jewish workers union that was
also established in 1920), the Anglo-Palestine Banking Company (established in 1907), the Knesset (the Israeli parliamentary body that was recognized by the British government in 1921), as well as various religious
institutions and a variety of political parties that were all officially under
the umbrella of the Zionist Organization.10 The rise of a complex and
diverse system of government and resource allocation made the Jewish
population in Palestine well equipped to cater to the needs of its people,
as well as to carry out its own agenda.
In tandem with the increased sophistication of the Jewish governing body was a rise in Arab organization and mobilization. It is important to note that the British government played a big role in the power
structure of the Arabs and Jews since they struck deals with both groups.
As mentioned previously, the British government essentially told the
Zionists that they would not stand in the way of nation building in Palestine. To the Arabs however, the British played a larger role in that they
pitted different Arab elites against each other, thereby keeping the Arab
coalition weak and self-interested while clearing the way for the Zionists to further cement their existence in Palestine. The Arab population
was also growing during the time of Jewish migration to the region,
which gave the Arabs power in numbers, though the division among the
elites proved to be crippling to their cause.11 Two families were largely
in control over the majority of the Arab population in Palestine at the
time: the Husayni family and the Nashashibi family. Initially, the British
backed the Husayni family as the primary representatives of the Arabs
in Palestine and struck a deal to give the heads of the family legiti-
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mate government control after the Ottoman Empire was to be divided
into mandates. However, after the British blamed the Husayni clan for
several Arab uprisings the British switched their allegiance to the Nashashibi clan, further deepening the rivalry between the two families and
dividing the power structure.12
In addition to these issues at the top of the power structure, there
were several key issues that did not help the mobilization of the Arab
people in response to the increased Jewish presence. Firstly, worldwide
economic recession coupled with a lack of modernization resulted in
increasingly rising unemployment rates not only among Arabs, but
among the Jewish population as well. However, the Arab population
did not benefit from the kind of international capital flow that the Zionists benefited from, so the Arabs were significantly weaker financially.13
The Arab elites were not as interested in creating cross-class coalitions
within their society to further strengthen their ability to combat British
and Jewish pressure.14 The elites maintained a distance from the poorer,
less-educated sections of the population, which created an Arab population that suffered from a divided and disconnected elite.
These existing dividing factors created an environment of
serious tension after the end of the World War II. Diplomatic activity
resumed almost immediately after the war, possibly nudged along by
the increased amount of terrorist activities on both sides aimed at each
other and the British government.15 Failure on the part of the British
government to come up with a solution led to the taking over of the
peace process by the United Nations, the new successor to the League
of Nations. The majority proposal contained several provisions: 1) Palestine would be divided into three regions, one for each group, with
Jerusalem under permanent trusteeship; 2) a geopolitical drawing of the
map where the provinces snaked through each other; and 3) a suggestion
that the two states establish an economic union via treaty that would be
signed by both parties.16 The Arabs rejected this proposal, on the grounds
that they had the same right to their historical homeland, if not more of
one, than the Jews who under the proposal would be allocated 56% of
the territory.17 They also claimed “that the Western world was seeking to
salve its conscience for the atrocities of the war and was paying its own
debt to the Jewish people with someone else’s land.”18 The Zionists, on
the other hand, agreed to this proposal, which was put into effect in May
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1948 when the British officially let go of their mandate on the region.
Violence broke out almost immediately with the Palestinians being
aided by armies from Egypt, Transjordan, Iraq, Syria, and Lebanon, but
it ended almost as quickly as it started in 1949 when the combined Arab
armies were defeated by the relatively advanced Israeli armies.19 The
newly created Israeli state signed armistice agreements with its Arab
neighbors and lay official claim to the lands it gained during the war,
thereby acquiring more land than was initially granted to Israel during
the UN partition.20
It goes without saying that the Palestinians were deeply angered
by the results of the 1948 war, especially since their army coalition was
comprised of several national armies that were all defeated by the newly
formed army of the Israeli state. Henceforth, Israel naturally believed
that it was in danger from all sides, and many historians have found
evidence that Israel was planning on conducting an attack on Syria in
1967, which was confirmed by
“The [1967] war was over in a
faulty intelligence from the Soviet
grand total of six days, which led Union.21 Gamal Nasser, the Arab
the Israelis to refer to the war
nationalist leader of Egypt at the
as the Six Day War; Arabs call it time, saw this as an imminent
the June War, so as not to draw
threat to its historical ally, and
attention to the rapidity of the
decided to block Israeli shipping
loss.”
from the Strait of Tiran and boost
22
Egyptian military presence in Sinai. This military preemption resulted
in the Israeli army’s attack on Egypt, and its subsequent attacks on Syria
and Jordan. The war was over in a grand total of six days, which led
the Israelis to refer to the war as the Six Day War; Arabs call it the June
War, so as not to draw attention to the rapidity of the loss. The important aspect of this war was less its speed but more so the vast amount of
the land that the Israeli government acquired afterward: all of Sinai, the
West Bank, Gaza, and the Golan Heights.23
Once again, the Arab combined forces were not organized
enough to effectively combat the Israeli army. As observed by the careful
planning and coordination of the attacks on Israel by Egypt and Syria in
the Yom Kippur War of 1973 (called the Ramadan War by the Arabs),
the Arab nations had learned their lesson. Not only was there a significantly increased effort in planning, but “Arab fortunes were significantly
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enhanced by the failure of Israeli intelligence to give advance warning
and, in some instances, by the complacency and inadequate organization
that characterized Israel’s forward bases.”24 Israel lost land both in the
Golan Heights and in the Sinai Peninsula, which were a great source of
pride for the two countries and a source of embarrassment for the highly
regarded Israeli army.25 These events show that Palestine and its neighboring Arab countries were becoming more organized, but they were
also becoming more coordinated with increased levels of communication and planning. Another source of this increased strength is the rise
of the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO), which was founded
in 1964 but only gained serious strength in the 1960s and gained legitimacy after the success of the 1973 War.26 The rise of an organized
governing body on the Palestinian end served to boost the later peace
processes.
Although the rise of the PLO was seen as an institutional and
structural asset for the relationship between the Palestinian and Israeli
governments, terrorist attacks from both sides continued to increase
throughout the 1980s.27 With the election of Yitzhak Rabin as Israel’s
prime minister in 1992, the climate for mediation changed. Soon after
his election, Rabin and PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat began exchanging
correspondence and moved toward the Oslo Accord peace process in
1993.28 This first set of accords contained many provisions, most important of which was a declaration to put an end to the years of violence and
conflict: an interim government period through which the Palestinians
will eventually establish a legitimate governing body presence in the
West Bank and Gaza Strip, and there will be democratic elections in Palestine.29 The Declaration of Principles contains details about the mechanisms for these provisions; for example, the declaration defines what
the interim agreement will entail and which institutional bodies will be
created in order to maintain peace and prosperity for both groups. The
issue with this interim agreement is that the details were not outlined
sufficiently, with no timeline or third party to ensure that the process
was in fact progressing.30 Therefore, during the Camp David summit
in 2000, there were many issues that needed to be addressed, notably
how to in fact create a mechanism through which a two-state solution
can be actualized. Israeli’s new Prime Minister Ehud Barak decided that
the Israeli government would present the PLO and Arafat with an all or
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nothing approach: either accept the Israeli proposal concerning the disputed territories, increasing settlement programs, Jerusalem, and detainment of prisoners of war or there is no agreement.31 This all or nothing
approach to peace created an adversarial environment in which sustainable peace was unlikely.
Since the failure of these last peace negotiations, there have
been two major intifadas, or uprisings, that were initiated by the Palestinians against Israelis. The First Intifada began in 1987 and ended in
1993, while the Second Intifada, also known as the Al-Aqsa Intifada,
lasted from 2000 through 2005.32 Both of these intifadas were long,
drawn out periods of violence that resulted in significant loss of life on
both sides, with larger losses reported from the Palestinians. The number
of reported casualties differs on both sides, with the Palestinian reports
often being three times as large as the Israeli numbers.33
NARRATIVES:
In creating conflicted and intertwined narratives, both sides have
created a collective memory that has transformed over time to become
more rigid in its differences. After all, “the narrative of past events...
not only undergoes major revisions
“In creating conflicted and
to suit present day needs but is often
intertwined narratives, both
invented years after the events have sides have created a collective
actually taken place.”34 The creation memory that has transformed
of these narratives in retrospect pro- over time to become more rigid
vides room for the revisionists to
in its differences.”
create what they wish, and in turn
what may benefit them the most. This layering of historical fact, personal stories, and stories that have been passed around through generations
and across geographical areas transform into “historical memories the
longer the conflict lasts...they exert a powerful force in shaping presentday attitudes, perceptions, and behaviors.”35 Not only does this layering
distort the truth, but in layering over historical facts that in some cases
portray one group more negatively than the other and vice versa, the
constant creation of this collective memory pool ends up being a method
of self-justification, self-glorification, and self-praise.36 It is often much
easier to forget the atrocities that one’s own group has placed on another
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and boost the ego of the collective memory by making one’s own group
the historical victim.
There are several points of tension in the narratives of Palestinians and Israelis which this research seeks to uncover. These tensions
concern who started the ongoing conflict, who prolonged the violence,
whether the violence is considered war or ethnic cleansing, and who
halted the precarious peace process. Most historians accept that the conflict between the Palestinians and Israelis began just prior to the 1948
war, shortly after the UN General Assembly Partition plan was revealed
to divide Palestine into two regions for the two respective groups. The
Palestinians rejected this plan, so historians attribute this first rejection
of a two-state solution as the beginning of the conflict, for which the
Arabs are blamed for.37 However, it is important to look more closely at
the events of November 30, 1947, the day after the UN decision was announced. On that day, there were Palestinian attacks on buses containing
Israeli civilians, which many saw as a clear act of violence by one group
on another. It is important to note:
“Israeli narrative presents the perpetrators who opened fire
on the two buses as one criminal group. It is therefore extremely telling to notice that the Israelis, who had a network
of Arab collaborators during the 1948 war, do not provide
any information about the gang supposedly responsible for
the start of the war that cost the lives of 6,000 Israelis and
tens of thousands of Arabs.”38

Israeli military intelligence has a reputation around the world for being
highly sophisticated, so it is only natural that they would have obtained
more complex information than what was released to the public. And it
is not just Arab historians that believe that there was more to the attacks
than what the Israeli government released. Several Israeli historians
believe that the Arab uprising on November 30 was just a response to
the Jewish attacks on Palestinians that occurred before the Partition was
even announced.39
These historical details are not always written in history books,
however, and their omission skews history and actual events for the
benefit of the victor. In the decade prior to the war of 1948, Hebrew
textbooks hardly mentioned or explained the history of the neighbor-
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ing Arabs, let alone of their culture, religion, or traditions. “The Arab
language was taught, but with little emphasis” and there were no youth
field trips into the country side where the majority of the Palestinian
population lived.40 The minimal interaction and limited cross-education
between the two groups resulted in an environment where the two groups
developed separately and unaware of each other’s presence in a sense.
As Shapira writes, “before the 1948 war, Arabs played a marginal role in
the public eye, ‘not hated, not loved, not taken into consideration- part
of the landscape.’”41 This relative unawareness of the other group made
for an environment where, in large, there was little interaction between
the two, and the cases where relationships were forged across communities were limited.
Another serious point of tension among Jews and Arabs concerns which let the violence continue and who prolonged it. Clearly
Jewish historians, of which there are more of, point to the Palestinians as
the main perpetrators of the increase in violence after the 1948 war and
the subsequent partition. These historians claim that organized groups
of Palestinians systematically targeted Jewish civilians in blatant acts
of violence due to their ethnic makeup. However, other historians and
officials have come to different conclusions about the perpetrators of
the violence immediately after 1948. For example, Sir Alan Cunningham who was the British Commissioner for Palestine at the time came
to the conclusion that the outbreaks from the Arab camp were actually
just a response to the partition and not targeted at Jews.42 Additionally,
his report stated that in their protests, the Palestinians used sticks and
stones, and it was the Jewish response to these protests that began the
use of firearms.43 The Arab elite at the time wholeheartedly supported
the protestors because they too did not support partition; however, they
and the Mufti (Islamic religious and legal authority) in particular were
not in favor of such violent outbreaks.44
A major dispute between the two sides regards the definition
of the ongoing conflict: whether it can be considered a war or an ethnic
cleansing. As the historical background shows, the Israeli narrative is
dominated by the idea that the nation of Israel was attacked first and that
the Israeli Defense Forces were acting in self-defense and in the defense
of Israeli citizens. On the other hand, the Arab narrative focuses instead
on the Israeli settlement programs that systematically cleared Palestin-
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ian villages to make way for housing for Israeli citizens, which they
consider a form of ethnic cleansing. Also, the Arab narrative “rejects
Israeli allegations that Arab leaders ordered Palestinians to evacuate
their villages, even if, in some cases, residues of this myth remain in
popular discourse.”45 These allegations have maintained their primacy
in popular discourse on both sides because of the prevalence of Israelisponsored Arab language radio, which was a form of propaganda, intended to reshape how the Palestinian population felt toward the Israeli
state.46 The settlement programs are an issue of serious contention
between the two groups as well as at an international level, because
it is questionable whether or not the Israeli government is initiating
these programs in an entirely legal manner. Oftentimes, the courts will
condemn the settlement initiatives but either no further action is taken
or Palestinian land is simply destroyed, as portrayed in the documentary
titled “Five Broken Cameras.” If the settlement programs are indeed to
be considered a method of ethnic cleansing, international human rights
violations may also be considered as a form of violence against the Palestinian people.
Moreover, there is a discrepancy among Israelis and Palestinians regarding who is to blame for the failure of the peace process. Historically, several Arab leaders have come forward to negotiate with the
Israeli government. Arafat aside, King Abdullah of Transjordan engaged
in secret talks with notable Zionist leaders in 1949 to come up with a
resolution for peace between Transjordan and Israel.47 Even more interesting is that when the king understood that these negotiations were not
leading to a viable solution, he proposed a nonaggression pact between
Transjordan and Israel that would last five years.48 Historians and analysts that claim that the Arabs have never been initiators of peace or
negotiation are therefore not correct. Moreover, the Palestinian concerns about UN Resolution 242, which was adopted by the UN Security
Council in November 1967 and states that the Israeli Defense Forces
must withdraw from occupied territories gained in the 1967 War as well
as forego all claims for future territory gain, were about upholding the
UN Resolution in order to subsequently meet at a negotiation table. The
Palestinians wanted what they were granted by an international institution, which they saw as the first step toward a peace process and their
recognition of the state of Israel.49 The state of Israel also accepted the
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UN Resolution 242, but they believed that peace and recognition should
come before withdrawal, which they contended did not mean to pre-war
borders.50 The most recent failed peace processes serve as a recurrent
theme in these failed negotiations.
MECHANISMS FOR CHANGE:
Historical background and an analysis of the constantly changing and evolving narratives between Israelis and Palestinians leaves us
with the same questions as before: How can this violence and conflict
be stopped? This research has focused on presenting the current state
of affairs and how it got to this point, but this information is virtually useless unless it is put in action. This analysis will now focus on
several international organizations that use various tools to bridge the
gap between Israelis and Palestinians to forge peaceful relations on a
grassroots level.
The Parents Circle Families Forum
Of the plethora of organizations surveyed, The Parents Circle
Families Forum is perhaps the best organized. Begun in 1995 by several
bereaved family members who had lost loved ones due to the prolonged
conflict, the organization is a joint enterprise by Palestinian and Israeli
families who conduct bereavement circles and share stories of war and
conflict and loss. Although the circle was begun in Israel, the chapter
quickly extended to Gaza in 1998, but this connection has since unfortunately been terminated since the Al Aqsa Intifada began in 2000. Since
then, the PCFF has instead focused on forging ties with Palestinian families in the West Bank and East Jerusalem, with emphasis on maintaining an evenly-mixed staff and two working offices, one in El’ram near
Jerusalem and one in Ramat Ef’al, Tel Aviv. According to their mission
statement, the organization has no position on the conflict situation, but
“most of its members agree that the solution must be based on free negotiations between the leadership of both sides to ensure basic human
rights, the establishment of two states for two peoples, and the signing
of a peace treaty.”51
The main projects of this organization involve facilitated dialogue between students and bereaved family members where stories of
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their family histories are recounted and historical facts are discussed.
These dialogue groups target specific sections of Israeli and Palestinian
society like undergraduate and graduate students from various universities in Israel, Israeli and Palestin“All of [The Parents Circle
ian women, and bereaved families
Families Forum’s] dialogue
in general. All of these dialogue
groups focus on common
groups focus on common narranarratives and common
tives and common experiences on
experiences on both sides of
both sides of enemy lines to build
enemy lines to build common
common ground and understandground and understanding.”
ing. Perhaps what is most striking
about the organization is that it publishes people’s written stories on its
website, stories which range from personal family histories to tragic accounts of personal loss and suffering. Some of those that have lost loved
ones lost them in direct combat, while others lost loved ones in events as
random and shocking as sniper attacks and leftover military weaponry
that detonated after being touched. After reading several of these stories,
it becomes painfully obvious that the reader soon forgets the nationality
of the author because the suffering is the same.
Interfaith Encounter Association
The Interfaith Encounter Association is yet another organization that attempts to bridge the gap between Israelis and Palestinians,
but this organization takes on the reconciliation process from a religious
standpoint. Although many believe that religion is not the root of the
problem between the two groups, religion can be used as a way to bring
peoples of faith together. The IEA was established in Israel in the late
1950s, and although it has been functioning for a longer period of time,
the organization has only reached a small group of individuals, perhaps
due to its faith-based outlook. That being said, the IEA has an extensive
network of similarly faith-based organizations around the world with
whom it collaborates with on various projects. It is notable that this organization has three offices: one in Jerusalem, one in Chicago, and one
in Italy; there is no office in the Palestinian territories.
Much of the activities of the IEA are similar to the PCFF in that
they also conduct meetings where members of the community come
together in dialogue and express their views on the conflict. The IEA
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has separate “interfaith encounters” for women and for youth, and they
are not limited to just Muslims and Jews but are open to Christians and
Druze as well. The organization states that it is apolitical, but on its
website it states that their Israeli-Palestinian Dialogue is set up with the
“objective to build peace between the two nations on a people-to-people
level,”52 which may suggest that the organization leans toward a two
state solution, but this is just speculation. In addition to these programs,
the organization also conducts Cross-Cultural Study Visits where participants travel to historical monuments and places of worship and learn
about the culture and religion of the other. In this sense, the IEA uses its
interfaith lens to not only promote religious tolerance and understanding, but cultural and historical education.
New Profile: Movement for the Demilitarization of Israeli Society
The last organization profiled for this research project is called
New Profile, which focuses on the hyper militarization of Israeli society
as the main cause of the conflict between Israelis and Palestinians. In
a short presentation on their website, New Profile discusses the prevalence of militarism in Israeli society, as exemplified by constant visuals
of Israeli soldiers in public places in full gear, the presence of military
equipment as major monuments in Israeli cities, the existence of programs that bring soldiers into schools as teachers, and the emphasis on
war and the military in the Israeli education system. Not only does the
education system focus on the military, but society itself is encouraged
to support the military by any means necessary because the military is
what is keeping Israeli society safe from Arab threats of violence.
New Profile’s main objective is to combat this militarism by
focusing on the youth, which it sees as the portion of society that is most
affected by this militarism and has the ability to make the most change
by refusing to take part in it. The organization focuses on educating
youth groups about what life in the army is actually like and discusses
the violence that the Israeli army perpetuates on innocent people in the
Palestinian territories. As taken from their website,
“The purpose of the youth groups is providing tools for critical thinking, to raise questions related to the everyday political reality, to think about social change, what it means and
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where all that [leaves] us?53

Since the organization focuses on revealing the negatives of the Israeli
army to Israeli youth, it makes sense that these groups meet in Haifa,
Jerusalem, and Tel Aviv with facilitators from New Profile. Despite
the organization’s positive intentions of education and critical thinking, perhaps it would be beneficial to include victims of violence by the
Israeli Defense Force to provide insight and first hand perspectives.
FINDINGS:
Although this research project does minimal justice to the complexity of the conflict between the Israelis and Palestinians, a few findings are worth mentioning. Firstly, it is important to keep in mind the
parallel historical trajectories of the developments of Zionism and Arab
nationalism. These two nationalisms clearly continue to play a large
role in the politics of the Middle East and the conflict between the two
groups, and the fact that they developed during similar times is interesting but difficult to fully assess because there are so many other factors
that contribute to the tension. The similarities between the two nationalisms are remarkable, and the differences are more so. Zionism is a
foreign invention whereas Arab nationalism is not; it did not originate
in Palestine, but it is a construct of the Arab world. Zionism emphasizes the importance of a homeland in modern day Israel for the Jews of
the world whereas Arab nationalism emphasizes the unity of the Arab
people in a cultural union. It can be inferred that Zionism’s focus on a
homeland and a nation-state is the root of Israel’s defense-oriented geopolitical strategy, while the union of all Arabs emphasizes a collective
effort to help fellow Arab people in need.
The foreign aspect of Zionism alludes to the primacy of the
influence of outsiders on the state of affairs between the two groups,
namely that of Great Britain. The secret deals, secret treaties, and the
division of each side among lines of interest only benefited Great Britain
in maintaining power over its mandate for as long as it could. Moreover,
the eventual support of the Zionist cause created a situation where the
Zionists had a large structural and financial advantage over the Arabs,
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which led to such drastic military and territorial defeats. These defeats
and divisions among the Palestinians made the peace process particularly difficult on their end due to the lack of leverage that they had, even
when they were willing to negotiate a settlement. The Palestinians have
attempted to combat, both violently and peacefully, the loss of territory
both in past wars and in recent set“The constant layering of
tlement programs through the peace
historical
fact, historical fiction,
process, but Israel’s institutional
and
personal
stories create a
advantage and its sheer amount of
resources makes a negotiated settle- collective memory that is fraught
with concrete details and myths
ment difficult to attain.
that further perpetuate the
The history of narrative credivisions between Israelis and
ation and re-creation among the two
Palestinians.”
groups shows that revisionist history-making is a significant source of tension and conflict. The constant
layering of historical fact, historical fiction, and personal stories create
a collective memory that is fraught with concrete details and myths that
further perpetuate the divisions between Israelis and Palestinians. What
makes this even more complex is that the constant layering and revision
happens separately within both groups so that the competing narratives
are constantly changing and in flux. To combat this constant process, it
is imperative to bridge the gap between the two narratives by putting
them in conversation with each other.
The organizations that were analyzed in this research project
(PCFF, IEA, and New Profile), are all similar in that they stress education and dialogue as a means through which to achieve reconciliation
and peace. None of these organizations specifically outline a political
agenda, although coexistence is a major tenet of all. Only one of these
organizations, PCFF, has two offices in both territories while the rest
function in Israel and abroad. New Profile’s objective is to educate
Israeli youth, so it is logical that they only have a location in Israel, but
IEA’s objective is interfaith education which can and should be conducted in both territories to ensure a venue for all willing participants.
Also, it is difficult to judge the success of these organizations with relation to each other because they are on a very grassroots level and there is
not outside evidence, other than what they report, of their success. This
makes it difficult to assess which method works best, although the fact
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that they all utilize methods of dialogue and education shows that these
two mechanisms are seen as primary ways to combat the negatives of
revisionist history making.
CONCLUSION:
To address the initial research questions, it is evident that narratives among the Israelis and Palestinians have changed over time, as
can be seen by their years of coexistence, the colonial presence of Great
Britain and outside powers, the battles and violence, and the failed peace
process. All of these historical incidents and their details have been contested and rewritten and therefore internalized differently over time.
The study of narrative creation and re-creation shows that the process
is ongoing, which gives hope to the idea that dialogue and education
can be mechanisms through which narratives can be re-created for the
better. The organizations that were analyzed do employ these mechanisms report success, but measuring this success is difficult because of
self-reporting and the small-scale nature of their projects. It is likely
that their activities are providing positive results on an individual-toindividual basis, or even group-to-group, but whether there has been
an overall significant trend in positive inter-group relations since these
organizations have become more prevalent is unknown.
Although measuring their success is challenging, it is evident
that these organizations are imperative to the study of narratives and to
the employment of narrative analysis as a means through which these
“enemies” can learn more about each other through dialogue. The lack
of significant state action on both sides to proceed with a viable peace
process and the lack of state-sponsored peace-building programs shows
that there is a need for community agency in creating a culture of peace
in the region. Grassroots efforts are known for their small scale and
their slow process, but in the absence of a state-sponsored mechanism,
it seems that grassroots organizations are, for the time being, the only
viable groups that can help promote sustainable peace between the
Israeli and Palestinian populations
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“Live and Let Live”: The Destabilization of
Heteronormativity in Moisés Kaufmann’s “The
Laramie Project”
Moisés Kaufmann’s “The Laramie Project,” dramatizes the aftermath of university student Matthew Shepard’s murder by focusing on
the reactions of the citizens of Laramie, Wyoming, to the murder’s representation by the media. The media presents Laramie as a typical Midwestern American town where cowboys, violence, and brutality constitute its daily routine. Apart from the focus on media influence, “The
Laramie Project” offers insight into the heteronormative mindset of
Laramie, Wyoming. Critical responses to the play have largely focused
on the social implications of Shepard’s murder, possible causes, lack of
special legislation, and the depiction of Midwestern American society;
yet, none of them have focused on the heteronormative net within which
society has been rooted. Kaufmann’s play does not attack Laramie for
being reactionary. It rather exposes and questions the construction of
the residents’ mindsets that led two of “their own” to commit such a
brutal crime. Through the use of documentary theater devices – namely,
selection and arrangement of interview material – Kaufmann reveals the
irony behind the “live and let live” motto and the dominance of a heteronormative mindset which names non-exclusive desire for the opposite
sex “deviant.” Kaufmann also exposes the irony behind the “live and let
live” philosophy which allows Laramie residents consider tolerance and
acceptance indistinguishable.
Critics such as Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Elizabeth Atkinson,
Renee DePalma, and Samuel Chambers follow Judith Butler’s theory on
the heteronormative matrix, arguing that heteronormativity is a political
net upon which society sustains its maintenance. Some of these critics
connect heteronormativity to feminism and patriarchy, while others
connect it to social class. “The Laramie Project”, though, manifests the
dominance of heteronormativity upon the whole of society regardless
of sexual orientation, gender, or social status. However, because society
tends to be more accepting of women who desire other women, heteronormativity “attacks” males rather than females. In Between Men
English Literature and Male Homosocial Desire, Eve Sedgwick explains how society’s reaction to male intimacy, even historically, is dif-
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ferent and less flexible than the reception of females who are attracted
to other females.1 Thus, the application of heteronormativity as a social
force which shapes human thoughts and actions almost exclusively
affects males rather than females who are attracted to the same sex.
Aligned to the polemics of the genre, Kaufmann, in “The
Laramie Project,” destabilizes heteronormativity through the ironic juxtaposition of the discourses of males who either approve of sexual desire
for the same sex or are attracted to people of the same sex themselves
to those who regard these behaviors as deviant; moreover, his ironic
arrangement and titles of the moments that contain these discussions
highlight the illusion of “tolerance and acceptance” and reinforce the
destabilization of heteronormativity.
Kaufmann offers a broad variety of male perspectives on same
sex attraction: the juxtaposition which highlights the effects of heteronormativity on people’s attitudes since they, regardless of sexual orientation, treat “such” behaviors as abnormal. The dominant institutions,
views on which inform the play immensely, are religion and family. The
discourses of their representatives in the play offer extreme views on
“deviant” sexual behaviors. They also hint at the irony of the “live and
let live” philosophy that enforces the “us versus them” notion prevailing Laramie and stresses the hatred for difference with which Laramie
residents are raised.
The most extreme view against people who practice same sex
relationships is offered by Reverend Fred Phelps who, though not a
Laramie resident, camps out at the site of Matthew’s vigil:
“[…] But this murder is different, because the fags are
bringin’ us out here trying to make Matthew Shepard into a
poster boy for the gay lifestyle. And we’re going to answer
it. […] Because God’s hatred is pure. It’s a determination that
he’s gonna send some people to hell. […] Is homosexuality
– is being a fag okay? What do you mean it’s not for you to
judge? If God doesn’t hate fags, why does he put ‘em in hell?
[...] You see the barrenness and sterility of your silly arguments when set over against some solid gospel truth? Barren
and sterile. Like your lifestyle.”2

Shepard is further victimized in death through Reverend Phelps’ use of
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derogatory language. Phelps, an outsider, takes advantage of the incident
in order to voice his beliefs; however, leaders of Laramie’s churches
hold the same attitude. Murdock Cooper, a fifty-year-old rancher, when
reflecting on the connection between Shepard’s sexual orientation and
his murder, says, “It doesn’t bother
anybody because most of ‘em that are “Cooper accuses Shepard, and
gay or lesbian they know damn well
others attracted to people
who to talk to. If you step out of line
of the same sex, of being
you’re asking for it. […] You don’t
responsible for their own
pick up regular people.”3 Cooper brutal beatings and murders,
accuses Shepard, and others attracted thus implying that being gay
provokes violence.”
to people of the same sex, of being
responsible for their own brutal beatings and murders, thus implying that being gay provokes violence. He
labels them as being “irregular,” enforcing the “us versus them” notion
that prevails in Laramie. Simultaneously, though, Cooper’s words illustrate the illusions of the residents who believe the “live and let live”
proverb. Cooper actually says that “regular people” do not care about
“gay or lesbian” people as long as the latter do not contact the former.
Thus the “live and let live” philosophy becomes a “don’t ask, don’t tell”
philosophy which dictates that people who are attracted to others of the
same sex should stay in the closet.
Heteronormativity has blurred the notions of tolerance and acceptance in the residents’ minds. Doug Laws, the Stake Ecclesiastical
leader for the Mormon Church in Laramie, in his attempt to offer his
church’s stance on the topic, explains that “there’s no sexual deviation in
the Mormon Church,” because they are focused on the institution of the
family that consists of “one woman and one man and children,” and any
leniency is neither accepted nor tolerated.4 The Baptist minister’s wife
says that although her husband is against the murder, he is against “that
kind of lifestyle,” as well.5 When the Baptist minister himself is asked to
comment on Shepard’s murder, he says:
“That lifestyle is legal, but I will tell you one thing: I hope
that Matthew Shepard as he was tied to that fence, that he had
time to reflect on a moment when someone had spoken the
word of the Lord to him – and that before he slipped into a
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coma he had a chance to reflect on his lifestyle.”6

The Baptist minister accuses Shepard of being a sinner simply because
of his sexual orientation, as though he provoked his own murder. His
view shows the way in which people of Laramie have been raised and
how religion enforces the concept of heteronormativity in such a conservative way.
Family as an institution raises children with the same ideology.
When Jedadiah Schultz, a nineteen-year-old university student, invites
his parents to the performance of a scene from “Angels in America” he
was to perform in order to get the scholarship for the theater department
in the University of Wyoming, they tell him that if he does the scene,
they will not watch him “because they believ[e] that it is wrong – that
homosexuality is wrong.” Schultz, however, cannot feel anger towards
his parents, because he himself believes that “homosexuality is wrong.”7
He does not react to their refusal to see him – he did the scene and
won the scholarship – but when he reflected on his disobedience, he
said: “Thinking back on it, I think, why did I do it? Why did I oppose
my parents? ‘Cause I’m not gay. So why did I do it?”8 Schultz’s words
reveal his perception of people who desire people of the same sex as
being disobedient and rebellious. Later in the play, when Conrad Miller,
a thirty-year-old car mechanic, is asked about his stance towards same
sex relationships, he says:
“And if my kids asked me, I’d set them down and I’d say,
‘Well, this is what gay people do. This is what animals do.
Okay?’ And I’d tell ‘em, ‘This is the life, this is the lifestyle,
this is what they do.’ And I’d say, ‘This is why I believe it’s
wrong.’”9

Conrad Miller’s terrifying statement informs the readers/audience about
the way his children will be raised, perceiving same sex relationships
not only as deviant but also as animalistic.
The discourses of the religious leaders along with Conrad
Miller’s way of nourishing his children offer the readers/audiences an
answer to the question of the motives of the perpetrators. The narrative
shows that people are raised in such a way that allows space for a hetero-
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normative mindset to flourish. Extreme views on the topic do not come
only from religion and family, but Kaufmann chooses to include other
voices shaped by heteronormativity, since both religion and family have
cultivated them. For instance, when tapping into the theme of the reception of Shepard’s murder, most of the characters argue that it will give
others who desire people of the same sex the chance to raise their voice
and protest for rights that they should not claim. Governor Geringer
“urge[s] the people of Wyoming against overreacting in a way that gives
one group ‘special rights over others,’”10 while Gil Engen, a fifty-yearold rancher “think[s] that the gay community took this as an advantage,
said this is a good time for [them] to exploit this.”11 Rulon Stacey, CEO
Poudre Valley Hospital in Fort Collins, informs us about letters that he
received after crying in public while
“Rulon Stacey, CEO Poudre
announcing Shepard’s death. One of
Valley Hospital in Fort Collins, them read, “Do you cry like a baby
informs us about letters that he on TV for all of your patients or just
received after crying in public for the faggots?”12 The letter suggests
while announcing Shepard’s
that what is defined as homophobia is
death. One of them read, ‘Do
part of the fabric of American society.
you cry like a baby on TV for all
Institutions such as family and reliof your patients or just for the
gion that teach the word of the Lord
faggots?’”
to young people are often shaped by
heteronormativity in an attempt to be self-sustained. Such a notion transcends the following generations, adding to the hate that divides people
according to their distance from the norm.
Ironically, Kaufmann allows voices of people who claim to be
tolerant towards same sex relationships to be heard. However, they too
are influenced by heteronormativity since they continue to label “such”
behaviors and regard them as unequal and less deserving of respect. Sergeant Hing, a detective at the Laramie Police Department, articulates
Laramie’s mentality: “We have one of the most vocal populations of
gay people in the state… and it’s pretty much ‘live and let live.’”13 In
the course of the play, this mentality is undermined by the discourse and
words used by the residents. Doc O’Connor’s description of Shepard as
“maybe gay but straightforward,”14 or Phil Labrie’s comment, “the fact
that he was at the bar alone without any friends made him that much
more vulnerable,”15 illustrate this fact. O’Connor, a limousine driver
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who offers Shepard many lifts, is impressed by him because, contrary
to the stereotype of people who are attracted to people of the same sex
being rude and evasive, he acts like a “normal” person who happens
to desire others of the same sex. Labrie, a close friend of Shepard’s,
implies that the sexual orientation of his friend made him vulnerable
by definition and that others should always accompany him for protection. Beth Loffreda’s Losing Matt Shepard: Life and Politics in the
Aftermath of Anti-gay Murder examines the life of people that commit
same sex relationships in the context of Laramie, Wyoming. Loffreda
argues that in Laramie, Wyoming there is nothing like coming out of the
closet because there is very little to go out of it.16 Some of her personal
interviews support Kaufmann’s depiction of Laramie as a place where
heteronormativity guides people’s attitudes. When analyzing the influence of heteronormativity on those who are not declaring against those
of “deviant” sexual orientation, Loffreda comes to the conclusion that
“it is expressions of affection, not sex, that strike them as most threatening to whatever harsh codes of masculinity.”17 That is, people who tend
to be “more tolerant” are still not willing to understand behaviors that
do not align to the norm as equal to theirs. When she asked a young
Laramie resident what he thought of the perpetrators, he said, “Those
guys are assholes, beating on someone so small.” When he was asked if
he would have done the same if someone approached him, he said that
he wouldn’t if he was as small as Shepard. Loffreda insisted, “What if
he were bigger than you?” The young man hesitated for a moment and
answered, “Well, I guess I wouldn’t hit him either.”18 A few months after
Shepard’s brutal murder, there are still young people who would possibly do the same under the same circumstances. Opposing Hing’s description of Laramie as “one of the most vocal populations of gay people
in the state,” Stephanie, one of Loffreda’s interviewees, says: “If there
is anything like a gay and lesbian community in Laramie, it’s a community that does not have a big social presence and does not have much
of an awareness of itself as a defined entity.”19 Stephanie’s comment,
in contrast to Hing’s, shows that people in Laramie are happy to have a
“diverse community” so long as it remains silent.
Marginalized voices of those people attracted to the same sex
could not have been missing in “The Laramie Project.” These voices
enforce Kaufmann’s irony since, as with the previous ones, they are
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influenced by heteronormativity themselves. Jonas Slonaker, a fortyyear-old man, says that his friends do subscribe to the “live and let live”
ideology:
“[…] Live and let live. That is such crap. I tell my friends
that – even my gay friends bring it up sometimes. I’m like,
‘That is crap, you know?’ I mean basically what it boils down
to: If I don’t tell you I’m a fag, you won’t beat the crap out
of me. I mean, what’s so great about that? That’s a great philosophy?”20

However, while accounting his experiences about others who consider
Laramie as “‘not a place where [they] can live,’”21 he keeps saying that
sexual orientation should not make anyone leave their towns. In his
speech, though, he keeps labeling himself and others as “gay.” Thus,
while trying to be inclusive, he excludes himself from the society he
wants to be a part of by using names that limit his identity. Later in
the play, Father Roger Schmit, focuses on the power of language and
Kaufmann uses his words to show that heteronormativity has even
shaped language:
“You think violence is what they did to Matthew – they did
do violence to Matthew – but you know, every time that you
are called a fag, or you are called a you know, a lez or […]
a dyke. Do you realize that this is violence? That is the seed
of violence.”22

According to Father Roger Schmit, Slonaker performs violence on
himself constantly by labeling both himself and others. Martin Kantor,
author of Homophobia in Gays and Lesbians argues that “self-homophobia in gays and lesbians can be just as much a symptom of emotional disorder as homophobia in straights directed toward gays and lesbians.”23
Kantor analyzes the implications of heteronormativity on its victims.
Slonaker’s discourse, quoted above, is affected by the notion of heteronormativity in such a degree that he himself considers being unequal,
special, less respectful, and subject of rejection. Slonaker is victimized
by the heteronormative net upon which social institutions have been
founded. Elizabeth Atkinson’s and Renee DePalma’s argument that But-
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ler’s concept that the “heterosexual matrix is sustained by belief,” along
with their conclusion that to ameliorate heteronormativity, instead of
opposing the old and proposing a new
“‘You think violence is what
heterosexual matrix, we should disorganize and deconstruct the already they did to Matthew – they did
existing one,24 falls apart when state- do violence to Matthew – but
ments like Slonaker’s ones are articu- you know, every time that you
are called a fag, or you are
lated. Slonaker has not accepted the
called a you know, a lez or […]
heterosexual matrix. Slonaker has
a dyke. Do you realize that this
been raised in heteronormativity, beis violence? That is the seed of
lieving that being attracted to people
violence.’”
of the same sex is deviant and should
be excluding as such. Heteronormativity, thus, presents society as being
comprised of two homocentric cycles, the smaller one embedded to the
bigger one, dictating that not residing in the territory of the small cycle
would lead to one’s ostracism. If the juxtaposition of these three different discourses hadn’t happened onstage, then Kaufmann wouldn’t have
stressed the effects of heteronormativity in society.
Kaufmann becomes more provocative against heteronormativity
by manipulating the play’s form to create meaning. The ironic arrangement and titles of moments in “The Laramie Project” allows readers/
audiences to unfold the society of Laramie, observe its hypocrisy, and
identify with the author’s attempt to destabilize heteronormativity as
a dominant trait of Laramie, Wyoming. The author, in his essay “Into
the West: An Exploration in Form,” presents the relationship between
content and form, and shows how readers’/audiences’ reactions to both
creates meaning.25
Rich Brown, in his paper “Moisés Kaufmann: The Copulation
of Form and Content,” investigates the creation of meaning through
Kaufmann’s moments. Brown’s arguments are performance oriented and
give particular attention to the staging of the moments and their effect.
Specifically, he focuses on the effects of the juxtaposition among various
moments to the audience. “The positioning of the Moments creates
meaning through context,” Brown says, “just as the contextualization
of content in relation to its form creates meaning within each individual
Moment. Form and content copulate through contextualization.”26 In
the very beginning of the play, Rebecca Hilliker’s moment, Rebecca
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Hilliker, expresses the satisfaction that various Laramie voices will be
heard, and suggests Jedadiah Schultz, as a student, must be heard. This
prepares the readers/audience to expect comments that are not against
Shepard or his sexual orientation. Contrary to that, Schultz’s moment in
Angels in America presents his and his parents’ initial attitudes toward
relationships between people of the same sex. Kaufmann, here, apart
from presenting the hypocrisy of the Laramie society, chooses to enforce
this realization by contrasting the expectations of the audience/readers
to the actual moments that follow through the juxtaposition of specific
moments.
Jay Baglia and Elissa Foster, in “Performing the “Really”
Real: Cultural Criticism, Representation, and Commodification in The
Laramie Project” offer us accounts of their experiences as members of
“The Laramie Project” audience. Although their essay is primarily concerned with reception theory, the authors provide commentary on the
effects of Kaufmann’s moment work and, specifically, how their juxtaposition affects meanings.27 Being members of the audience on various
performances, Baglia and Foster acknowledge the importance of the
juxtaposition, concluding that Kaufmann’s intention would have been
lost having not experimented with the form. In a later part of the play,
Kaufmann’s experimentation with form allows him to stress the hypocrisy of religion that seems not to be tolerant of more “different lifestyles”
than the ones they preach to be. Between the moments The Word and
Lifestyle 1, which expose the religious views on the murder and “lifestyle” of those who are not following the typical family ideal “one man,
one woman, and children,”28 Kaufmann inserts a short moment called
A Scarf in which the experiences of Zubaida Ula, an Islamic feminist,
are narrated, highlighting the difficulties of being different in Laramie.
Initially, The World and the Lifestyle 1 moments intend to express the
religious views that accept every different person but those who do not
follow the family ideal. The insertion of The Scarf moment, though,
reveals the hypocrisy behind religion’s claims, as they seem to accept
only those who fill the norm.
Toward the end of the second act, Kaufmann literally bombards
the audience with ironic understatements created by the juxtaposition
of moments. After the medical update of Shepard’s death, the moment
Magnitude follows, creating feelings of disgust since it accounts peo-
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ple’s negative reaction to the doctors’ sensitive moment while announcing the death of Shepard. Yet, Kaufmann accentuates the irony
by placing the H-O-P-E moment that informs readers and audiences
about Shepard’s forgiving character after those two moments who, as
Doc O’Connor narrates, “would not want [the perpetrators] to die. He’d
want to leave them with hope.”29 As readers or members of the audience,
we are invited to identify the ones that were insulting the doctor for his
sympathy to Shepard with the perpetrators, and at the same time to feel
angry with them because we have just been informed about Shepard’s
death. Immediately after, we feel sorry for them because Shepard would
have forgiven them. This procedure that we inevitably go through while
experiencing the play exposes the hypocrisy of the Laramie society, and
at the same time, elevates Shepard above it.
Kaufmann adds another element of irony: the juxtaposition
between the titles and the content of the play. “Angels in America” is
a title that suggests a content in support of people who are attracted to
people of the same sex. However, under this title one finds Schultz’s
narration offered above. In the second act, there is one moment titled
One of Ours. Similarly, one expects to read about the fact that a local
young boy was murdered because of his sexual orientation. However,
under this title, Sherry Johnson’s speech is found. Johnson tells the
members of the Tectonic Theater Group that she is upset because one
police officer died due to an accident, and it did not became first page in
the news while someone that could be “spreading AIDS and a few other
things” is instead focused upon.30
Leopold Lippert, in “Life in the Memory of One Who No
Longer Lives,” examines the structure of “The Laramie Project.” The
work, against the politics of futurity, argues that Kaufmann suggests a
future where tolerance will be replaced by acceptance.31 Indeed, Jedadiah Schultz’s character is definitely used for this matter. Schultz, apart
from his first moment where he articulated his negative attitude towards
people who shared “Shepard’s lifestyle,” appears three times again. In
the last one, Schultz says:
“I just feel bad. Just for all that stuff I told you, for the person
I used to be. That’s why I want to hear those interviews from
last year when I said that stuff. I don’t know. I just can’t
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believe I ever said that stuff about homosexuals, you know.
How did I ever let that stuff make me think that you were different from me?”32

Kaufmann’s manipulation of the play’s form allows the readers and the
audiences of “The Laramie Project” to feel angry, sorry, and hopeful
about the society in which they belong. They are expected to identify
with the characters who are informed by heteronormativity, acquire a
distance, and finally identify with Schultz who, having passed all of
these stages himself, personifies Matt’s H-O-P-E.
Kaufmann chooses to juxtapose different discourses in order
to destabilize heteronormativity as the matrix upon which people and
social institutions function. Yet, his experimentation of form and the appropriation of these discourses into the genre of the documentary theater
allow him to become radical and caustic. He employs and manipulates
the devices of the genre to achieve his goal, criticize society, and, at the
same time, invite its members to change. Kaufmann interlaces content
and form in order to critique a society which allows itself to be influenced by heteronormativity, and proposes a new one that will move
from tolerance to acceptance. In Kaufmann’s proposed society, the “live
and let live” philosophy will be translated into “live together and next to
one another.”
Appendix
“The Laramie Project,” as both an incident and play, aims to
propose a society that will have time to reflect on itself and develop
anew because of a tragic event. This new society is summarized in the
following letter to the Wyoming Tribune-Eagle newspaper from two
eighth grade students:
Some adults are not acting their age. We are appalled at
the way people look at the gay community as something
that is wrong and against God’s will. If some of you
people are Christian, we think you should already know
God made human beings, and that he still loves every
one of us no matter what our sexual orientation is. No
matter what you are, we were all created equally, and
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we all deserve the same respect. People overlook the
thoughts that go through kid’s minds. A lot of people
think that when we watch the TV, we watch cartoons
and are couch potatoes, but some of us just happen
to watch the news or read a newspaper article, and it
gets us thinking about what is right and what is wrong
about something. Some of the “so-called” adults who
do the protesting and
“‘We are two eighth grade
make the bad comstudents at McCormick Jr. High ments about gays
School, and every day we hear are acting more like
people being called gay. […]
children and less
Matthew was just another
like their age, or are
human being who was gay
acting totally out of
– so what, he still had all the
ignorance. We are
human parts and breathed the
same air and lived on the same two eighth grade students at McCormick
planet. So, are you going to
punish him for being human?’” Jr. High School, and
every day we hear
people being called gay. Yeah, so there might be some
gay people at school, but some of us overlook that. We
think that McKinney and Henderson should be punished for this terrible crime, and not Matthew Shepard.
Matthew was just another human being who was gay
– so what, he still had all the human parts and breathed
the same air and lived on the same planet. So, are you
going to punish him for being human? This has gone
on for too long, and this terrible hate for another human
has got to stop (Opinion, 10/23/1998).
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Dear Sarah
Dear Sarah,
I saw our grandson today. He is feeling much better than when I
last saw him. In fact, when he saw me he jumped out of his bed and ran
towards me. I was expecting him to jump up and wrap his arms around
my waist, but instead, he put his hand into the shape of a gun and went,
“Bang! Bang!” Of course I acted like I just got shot saying, “Ow! You
got me!” but deep down I felt saddened. Not because he didn’t immediately hug me – I understand his playful intentions. I think that it was the
fact that he had discovered the gun and the purpose it serves. Although
I doubt he can comprehend it, it reminds me of when I was his age.
As you know, I was always fascinated by guns. I can’t recall if I ever
told you, but that’s the reason I joined in the first place. The beauty and
design mixed with remarkable power always captivated my attention. I
hope he doesn’t follow my footsteps. There’s a reason I never told you,
or anyone else those stories. Vivid imagination can’t come up with what
I’ve been through, with what I have seen.
That was not the first time I had to play dead.
The worst part is that there is no way I can stop him if he chooses that path. Even if I’m not dead or senile by the time he’s of age, no
story or logic can pull a man out of that desire. I know from experience.
My father tried to snap me out of it. I wish I listened. It isn’t for the light
of heart. It changes people; it changed me. I guess, in a way, I am glad
you never saw this changed man. You never got to see the man writing
this letter. It is almost mocking. The same thing that made me who I am,
the same thing that changed the man you knew, is what denied you the
chance of seeing me. It denied me the chance of seeing you. It denied me
the chance of saying goodbye. I may have been at the side of my friends
as they fell, but I wasn’t and will never get the chance to be there for
you.
I am sorry.
I made a mistake, and I hope he doesn’t make the same.
With love.
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Forbes and Fifth, the undergraduate magazine of the Dietrich School
of Arts and Sciences, is seeking submissions for its fifth issue,
slated for publication in spring 2014. Submissions will be accepted
from all schools and disciplines within the University of Pittsburgh.
Scholarly and creative work will be considered. Recent topics have
included Internet memes, Mongolian folk music, historical analysis of anime, as well as several original works of creative writing.

WE ARE LOOKING FOR:
•
•
•
•
•

Unique, interesting research
Short stories, creative nonfiction, and poetry
Translations
Reviews of film, literature, or new phenomena in
popular culture
Musical or mathematical compositions

Forbes and Fifth is open to all schools, nationwide.
We publish twice yearly (April & December).
Work may originate from a prompt, but must be unique and original.

TO SUBMIT, EMAIL FORBES5@PITT.EDU

QUESTIONS? Contact us at forbes5@pitt.edu
Submission guidelines can be found at
www.facebook.com/forbesandfifthmagazine
Forbes & Fifth127
is sponsored by
the Office of Undergraduate Research, Scholarship, and Creative Activity.

